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ABSTRÀCT

Athough individual psychotherapy with a person diagnosed

as schizophrenic has been practised for about 50 years,
there has been relatively little
detaired experimentaL
research in this area. Much of the early research focused
only on outcome or effectiveness of the therapy. The
current view is that a psychotherapy research paradign
should invofve therap ist variabres, patient variabJ-es,
process and outcome variables.
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship
between certain therapist variables and therapist reactions
to a person diagnosed as schizophrenic. rt was hypothesized
that certain therapist personality variables night rnediate
their, the therapist's, responses to the schizophrenic
patient, in such a way as to enhance the formation of a
therapeutic relationship.
The clinical and experimental literature on the psychotherapy of the schizophrenic suggested the three therapist
personal ity variables incorporated into this study. The
lJhitehorn-Betz A-B variable has been t.he subject of ongoing
research act ivi ty.
The accumul-ated evidence, aJ.though
tending to be equivocal, suggests that the A-B variable does
pray some role in the therapy. Tolerance of ambiguity was

suggested as a relevant therapist variable through the

descriptions of the therapy situation, in which confused and
confusing communication from the patient was a prominent
characteristic.
The cl-inical Iiterature also suggest the
necessity of maintaining a prolonged, positive rel-ationship
with the schizophrenic patient" Attachment, as defined by
the attachment theorist, BowIby, would seem to reflect the
capacity to form and maintain a rel-ationship with another
person. Attachment was thus seen to be a pror,risinE
therapist variable.
The therapist responses to the patient that were rneasured
we re attraction, anxiety as measured by the GSR, and recaLL
of the verbal materÍal spoken by the patient.
The set of experimental hypotheses tested were that the

therapist with "positive" qualities, that is, the A type,
tolerant of anbiguity, and attached therapist would respond
to the schizophrenic patient with more attractionr lor¡er
anxiety leve1, and greater recal-I than the therapist who was
B type, intolerant of ambiguity anci low on attachment.
Fifty-six female nursing students vrere used as experimental subjects. These vol"unteers served as quasi-therapists
in a therapy analogue. The sub jects \¡\¡ere tested to obtain
measures of the A-B variable, Tolerance of Ambiguity and
Attachment. In the experimental session, each subject
viewed two video tapes" One tape $ras of an actor depicting
a sch izophrenic patient , whil-e the other vras of an actor
depicting a patient who was not schizophrenic. The GSR was
TTI

recorded during t.he viewing of each tape" Attraction

and

recaLl measures were obtained after each tape viewing. The
order of tape presentat ion and actors \"rere both counterbalanced in the design"
The data were subjected to multivariate and univariate
analyses. One of the findings was thatr âs a whole, the
quasi-therapists experienced higher anxiety, \"rere l-ess
attracted to, and recal led less wi th the sch izophrenic
patient than with the non-schizophrenic patient.
The
multivariate analysis suggested the interaction of Attachrnent and Tolerance of Ambiguity therapist variables plays a
nediating rol-e in therapist response to the schizophrenic
patient. The high tol-erant of ambiguity and high attachnent
quasi-therapist vras more attracted to the schizophrenic
patient than the low tolerant of ambiguity and low attachment therapist. There was only a trend for this interaction
mediating the recall response of the guasi-therapists. In
addition r the mediating effect of this interaction for
anxietyr as measured by GSR, was not in the predicted
direction" Although a trend, the high tolerant of Ambiguity
and high Attachment quasi-therapist experienced greater
anxiety than quasi-therapists who were low on these two
va riables.
The hypotheses for main effects and other interactions
were not supported. Limi tations of this study were
discussed and suggestions for fqture research were

made.
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CHAPTER

I

I}ITRODUCTIO}I

The study, reported in this dissertation, was undertaken

to investigate the differentiaL effect of certain therapist
personality variables upon therapist response to a class of
patients diagnosed as schizophrenic. In a behavioral and
metaphorical sense, a therapist may tend to approach a
patient or may tend to avoid a particular patient in
therapy" The behavioral tendency to approach or avoid
particular patient can be seen as related to patient

a

centered variables as wel-l as therapist-centered variables.
The focus of this study was to examine the effects of a set

of

therapist-centered variabl-es upon the therapist's
approach-avoidance behavior in reLation to a patient
diagnosed as schizophrenic during an initial session" The
impJ-ication of therapist avoidant behaviors is that it may
jeopardize the formation of a therapeutic reLationship and
ultimately effect the outcome of therapy.
Individual psychotherapy with the schizophrenic patient
has been the subject of clinical and theoretical papers for
at least four decades. The works of Sullivan ( 1931 ) ,
Frornm-Reichmann (I950), Searl-es (1965), Spotnitz (1969),
Arieti ( 1974 ) and Karon (1963 , 1976) suggest that some

1-
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individuals diagnosed as schizophrenic can be he J-ped by
means of prolonged individual psychotherapy.
VJith the increasing application of psychotherapy a
treatment for the schizophrenic, researchers turned their
attention to the question, "Is psychotherapy with the
schizophrenic patient effective?" Kiesler (1966) criticised
the more general question, "Is psychotherapy effective?" He
argued that this was a meaningless guestion, in that the
question impl ied an extreme simplif ication of an extremeJ"y
compJ.ex process. He pointed out that the impl ied assurnptions about uniformity of patients, of therapists, of
treatment, and of outcome were myths. The reality is,
according to Kiesler, that patients are much ITìore different
than they are alike, that therapists are quite heterogeneous
along many dimensions, that specific therapeutic approaches
differ, and that outcome involves measurement of many
dir¡ens ions. The thrust of his paper was to suggest a
psychotherapy research paradigm in which therapist variables, patient variabl-es, and outcome measures are controlled or manipulated. In a more recent review, Feinsilver
and Gunderson (1972) supported the notion that psychotherapy
research focus on the therapist, patient and process
variables which define the therapy.
Therapist variables in the psychotherapy interaction

were

first alluded to by Freud (1910) when he stressed the fact
that "¡lo psychoanalyst goes further than his own complexes

3

and internal

resistance permit. ..

. . " (p.

.
This
phenomena, termed countertransf erence r r¡Jâs def ined as the
whole of the analyst I s unconscious reactions to the
individual analysand, especially to the analysand's own
145)

transference.

liumerous therapist variables have been investigated
experimental ly.
Some representative studies wil_1 be
discussed briefJ.y. Patient likability by the therapist has
been found to be related to positive outcome. Stoler (L963)
found that more likeable patientsr âs judged by raters using
tape segments, had more successful outcomes than less
I ikeable patients, in a client-centered approach "
fn
another study, Stoler (1966) found that likabiJ.ity of
schizophrenic patients by psychiatrists vras predictive of
ou tcome .

Client-centered therapist experience has been found to be
pos itively
related to outcome by Barrett-Lennard (1962) .
The sex of the therapist has been found to be unrelated to
outcorne (Cartwright & Lerner, l-963). SociaI class similarity between therapist and patient has been found positively
rel-ated to type of treatment offered and thus indirectly,
outcome. (Hollingshead a Redlich, 1958 ) . Lichtenstein
(1966) found outcome unrelated to the similarity of ¡{¡lPI
profile shape between patient ancj therapist.
The state of knowledge concerning therapist variabl-es has
been aptly summarized by lfeltzof f and Kornreich

(1970

)

¡'He
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know l- i ttle abou t the personal ity
pists..." (p" 309).

of

successful thera-

However, there is one therapist variable, which has been

the subject of a considerable amount of research, and which
warrants further investigation. This is the so-cal-Ied À-B
variable of Vlhitehorn and Eetz ( 1954 ) . They found that
certain therapists cal-led Ars had more successful outcomes
with schizophrenic patients than other therapists, designated as B type.
THE A-B THERAPIST VARIABLE

One variable, the A-B therapist type, has been the focus

of a considerable amount of research. Whitehorn and Betz
(1954) examined the patient-physician relationship and its
effect on clinical progress in a retrospectÍve study. Using
a sample of th irty-f ive res ident psych iatrists,
they
examined the improvement of the schizophrenic patients seen
by these therapists. I'leasures of inprovement, deterrnined
from case records, were decreased synptomatology, increased
personal effect iveness and increased personal problen
solving.
The treatment was psychodynamically orientecì
psychotherapy. Those therapists who had high success rates
with schizophrenics were labelled A types, while those with
low success rates were l-abelled B types. Each of these
extreme groups numbered seven, from the original pool of

thirty-f ive " The differntial
success rates were not
maintained with depressed or neurotic patients. In a later

5

study, Whitehorn and Betz (1960) were able to differentiate
A from B type therapists on the basis of four scales from
the strong vocational rnterest Brank. significant differences r.trere f ound on the Lawyer and certif ied pubr i c
Accountant (A's high), and Printer and Mathematics-science
Teacher (B's higher). Two scales of 11 and 23 items from
the strong vocational rnterest Blank were constructed. The
scal-es vrere validated using a larger group of therapists
from the Phipps Clinic and again with another sample of
therapists from the Pratt Hospital.
In a summary of their studies (Betz I 1961) | Whitehorn and
Betz found that the A therapists differed from B's in theÍr
treatment of patients. From an examination of cLinical case
records, it was determÍned that A type therapists were
better able to gain the confidence of their patients and
tended to understand the meaning and motivation of the
pat ients I behavior, wh ile Brs tended to f orrnul-ate the ir
understanding in biographicar terrns. The A's q/ere actively,
personally involved with the patients, being inquiring,
disagreeing and challenging. The B I s tended to adopt
passive, instructional and practicaL care patterns.
Stephens and Astrup (1965), using patient records from
the Phipps Clinic, investigated patient outcorne with
sixty-three resident psychiatrists crassified along the A-B
dimension. They found almost no effect of A-B cLassificat ion.

6

The vlhitehorn and Betz series of studies and epecialj-y

the stephens and Astrup study can be criticised
on
methodological grounds, There was poor fol1ow-up on
patient, double blind procedures were not employed and
unsophisticated statistical methods \"¡ere used.
In a study examining A-B therapist differences with
neurot ic patients, llcNair et a1. (1962 ) found that B
therapists had more successful outcomes than A's. Manifest
anxiety ancl a symptom checkl ist were used as outcone
measures. These findings Led to the notion of therapist X
pat ient interact ion ef fects.
That is, Ars are most
effective with sch izophrenics, and B I s are most effect ive
with neurotics. The therapists vlere Freudian or ecLectic in
orientation.
In a clinical study to examine the interaction hypothesis, Bednar and tlobley (1971) examined the perceptions and
preferences of A and B experienced therapists for schizophrenic and neurotic patients. Ì1o interaction effects of
therapist X patient were found. However, there were
sampling biases for both patients and therapists. AIso,
therapist-patient pairings vrere not randomizeð"
Bowden et a1" (I972) report a study with inpatients in
which no evidence of differential A-B effectiveness lvas
found. However, the therapist distribution was skewed, the
therapists trrere inexperienced 2nd year psychiatry residents,
and no therapist X patient interactions were exarnined.

7

Psychiatric status schedul-e change scores were used as the
outcome measure"

Several other clinical studies, Rogers et al. ( 1967
using cl-ient-centered therapy, May ( 1968 ) using ego
supportive approaches, Grinspoon et al. (1967 using
anaJ.yticaIly oriented approaches, found no differential
effectiveness of A-B type therapists"
In a referral study, King and BJ-aney (I977 ) had therapists refer patientsr on the basis of a case history, to a
colleague whom the therapist believed would be rnost
effective with that case. The interaction hypothesis v¿as
supported. The A type therapists received more schizophrenic than neurotic referrals.
Berz ins, Ross and Friedrnan (I972 ) exar¡ined therapeutic
outcome obtained by A-B therapists with schizoid and
neurotic patients.
Based on pat ient self-ratings of
improvement, A type therapists were rated more effective
across patient type.
In an extension of the Berzins et al-" (I912) study,
Itatthews and Burkhart (L977 ) used schizophrenic and neurotic
patients. The reults supported the hypothesis of the A type
therapist being more effective with the schizophrenic than
the B type therapist. Therapistrs rating of irnprovement was
used as an outcome measure
In order to impose more experimental controL, the
psychotherapy analogue has been employed to study the A-B
variable.
In the therapy analogue, naive university
)

B

students are often used as quas i-therapists.
These
quasi-therapist.s then interact with patient verbal material,
or actors playing the role of patients.
Kemp (1966) studied differential reactions to certain
patient attributes" He examined the responses of A and B
quasi-therapists to taped rnaterial simulating turning-against-self (TAS) or self-destructive, and avoidance-of-others (AVOS) or avoiclant symptom clusters (PhilJ-ips
Rabinovitch, 1958 ) .
Th is
diagnostic system had the
advantage of being defined by more specific behaviors than
&

the

standard diagnostic

categories.

The AVOS syndrome

reflects schizoid states, while the TAS syndrome reflects
neurot ic states.
The results Índicated that, in the
supposedJ-y effective pairings of A with avoidant materialand B with self-destructive material, the quasi-therapists
vtere less comfortable and found it more difficult
to make
responses. This finding was inconsistent with the general
thinking about the rol-e of warrnth and acceptance in
psychotherapeu tic af fect iveness.
Berzins and Seidman (1968), in a replication ancl
extension of Kemprs (1966) study, did not find therapist
discomfort when A therapist were paired with avoidant
patient material ¡ ot when B therapists were paired with
self-destructive patient material. The authors .suggested
that therapist-patient dissimilarity or complementarity with
respect to avoidant
self-destructive adjustrnent modes
might yield better results than similarity.

9

A common dirnens ion Ìinking A and B type therapists with
patients with whom they are supposedJ-y more effective has
been investigated. sandler (1966) reported sel-f descriptions

A and B type quasi-therapists. A type quasi-therapists described themselves as being self-destructive, while
B type guasi-therapists described themselves as being
avoidant of others.
Berz ins, Fre idman and Se idman ( 1969 ) extended Sandler's
resul-ts by examining the relationship of patients ' A-B
status to symptomology and therapy expectancies. The A type
patient exhibited self-destructive symptoms, whereas B type
patients tended to externalize anger. The A type patient
expected to unburden themsefves in an active, productive
manner, and the B type patients appeared to seek rational
guidance. Proposing that patient-therapist complementarity
or dissimilarity in A-B status may mediate "effectiveness"
in therapy, Berzins, Freidrnan and Seidman suggested that the
reason A type therapists perform l_ess well wíth intropunitive neurotic patients might be due to the therapists'
"bIind spots" which interfere with therapeutic conmunication. These "blind Spots" might result from a tendency of A
type therapists and patients to exhibit similar modes of
adjustment under stress.
Seidman (1969), using a psychotherapy analogue, investigated variables that might mediate the greater success of,
A-sch izoid and B-neurot ic dyads. Responding to taped
naterial, A type quasi-therapists showedr on the basis of
made by

t0

rating scales, high l-evels of respect and empathy for the
schizoid "subject". The B type quasi-therapist showed high
levers of respect and enpathy for Èhe intropunitive neurotic
"sub jectt'.
Ot.her characteristics of the "effective" therapist-patient pairings have been studied" Berzins, Ross and Cohen
(1970) exarnined the relation between the A-B distinction and
trust-distrust sets of patients' self-disclosure in brief
intervielvs. The f indings indicated that A therapists paired
with distrusting patient and B therapists paired with

trusting patients obtained more patient self-disclosure in
personal- areas than the opposite pairings. The patients'
A-B status was found to be negligibJ-y related to performance
differences. This suggested limitations to the hypothesis
that therapist-patient dissimilarity or cornplernentarity in
A-B status is more "effective" than sirnilarity.
Berzins, Seidman and lJelch ( 1970 ) studied the responses
of A and B quasi-therapists to taped stimulus material
representing patient with extrapunitive and intropunÍtive
rnodes of anger expression (PhiLlips and Rabinovitch' l958).
The results were largely inconclusive. The quasi-therapists
were more satisfied with their performance when they
perceived the "patients" as being less rather than nore
s

imilar

to

themsel-ves.

TheAandBquasi-theraPists

reported thernseLves to be intropunitive and extrapunitive,
respectively. The authors felt that the complementarity

11

hypothesis had some merit since these modes of anger
expression are opposite to those of the patient with whom
the therapists expressed satisfaction"
Scott and Kemp ( l-97I ) studied the initial intervier¿s of
neurotic patients conducted by rnedical students. lJo
significant rel-ationship was found between the therapists'
A-B score and empathy, warmth and genuiness as determined

by

rating scales. The B type therapists did elicit greater
depth of self-exploration.
Hoffnung and Stein (1970) presented one sentence reguests
written in one of four ways: neutral, schizophrenic,
neurotic and ambiguous to introductory psychology students.
The responses of A type students were found to manifest more
depth-directedness, congruence and empathy than B's. The
Ars al-so gave more symbolic interpretations and used a
greater number of "feeling" words, that is, words which
convey some specific emotion.
Stern and Bierman (1973 ) used students as "heJ.per" and
The A type
"he1pee" in a short interview situation.
"helper" showed rnore unconditional regard than the B type.
Anzel (1970) examined the relation of A-B status to AVOS
(Avoidant Of Others ) versus TAS (Turning Against Self )
"patient" material, severity of disturbance r âs well as
"patient I s" socio-economic status" The Ar s sa\,,¡ AVOS
"patients" and the B¡s saw TAS "patients" as more r¡otivated.
In addition, the Ars responded more favourably to upper

I2

crassr

severely disturbed "patients", while the Brs
responded favourably to Lower cl_ass and mi1dly disturbed
"patients ".
rn a study of "verbal immediacy", that is, directness and
intensity in relation to the A-B variable, Dublin and
Berz ins (I972) had A and B maLe undergraduates respond
helpfully to a video-taped "patient" at interruption points.
The A's and B's were more immediate with schizophrenics and
neurotics, respectively. The Ars also gave J.onger responses.

Freidman (1971) had A and B type quasi-therapists listen
to tapes of simurated patients. The A's vrere f ound to be

tÌìore emotional and accepting. çiith conf used patient
material, Ars either approached or avoided, but unlike B,s,
did not show ambivaLence. The concrusion was that Ats
more heJ-pf u1 in response to conf used materiar,

v/ere
more

accepting , emot ional , and flexible.

In a study, Barnes and Berzins (1978) nad A and B
undergraduates interview schizophrenic and neurotic patients
in a state hospital. The results were that in optimaJpairings (a with schizophrenic and B with neurotic), there
was more patient self-discLosure, interviewer confrontation,
and more post interview positive reactions than in opposite
pa i ri ngs.
The analogue research cited above does suggest that A
type guasi:therapists, when paired wit.h either "sir:tulated
patients" or real schizphrenic patients, do interact

13

differently than B's when paired with the sane patienLs.
The interaction in the optimal pairing tends to exhjbit
qualities that would be judged positi"ve in a real therapeutic relationship.
In order to elucidate what is being tapped by the A-B
va riable ¡ Stud ies have been undertaken to examine the
refation of the A-B variable to other therapist personality
va ri ables .
Lorr and I'lcllair (1966) suggested differences
between A and B therapists on a mascul ini ty-feminity
dimension. A ancl B type mares tend to express relatively
feminine and masculine interest patterns, respectively.
Attempting to find psychological_ correlates of the A-B
scale, Pollack and K iev ( 1963 ) studied the relationship
between fierd independence and the A-B variable using the
rod and frame technique. B types tended to be strougly
f ield independent, whereas A types hrere rnore inf luenced by
the surrounding f rame. The resul-ts hTere interpreted as B
types being more cognitively differentiated than A types.
In a comprehensive survey of the A-B variable and field
independence research, Silverman (1967) presented a
compos ite description of A and B type therapists: ,'A and B
psychotherapists perceive various aspects of their physical
and social worrds differently.
They aLso perceÍve their
patient differently.
The A type, who is more successfuf in
establishing a trusting relationship with the schizophrenic
patient, is more responsive to more stimulus attributes of
the perceptual field, including incidentar social behavior.

I4

IIe is more receptive to effects of seerningry irrelevant
stimul-ation" He is more capabJ.e of reLaxing his orientation
to reaLity. . . ". is more accepting of the "real,ness,' of the
schizophrenics perceived unreality, "his spread of meaning",
his depersonaÌization experiences, and his awe and ter-

ror.,." (p" 12)"
Pardes, Winston and papernick (1971) examined the
reLation between the A-B variable and field dependence.
There was a slightly higher field dependence among the B
group. This resurt contradicted the result of the pollack
and K iev ( 1963 ) study . However, a different version of the
A-B scale was used.
Berzins, Barnes, Cohen and Ross (197L ) investigated A-B
differences in term of the Personality REsearch Form using
mal-e undergraduates and professional ctinicians as subjects.
The resul-ts indicated that B's are oriented towards risk
taking, concerned with sensory, physicaL enjoyment, tend to
present ther¡seLves in a positive 1ight, are dominant and
persistant.
The A's emerged as inhibited, cautious,
unconcerned with sensory pleasures, J-acking self esteern and

submissive. In a validation study, Dove and Ross (I912)
found again that Ar s emerged as cautious, submissive,
uninclined to seek sensory pleasure, and succorant" The B's
were found to be risk-taking, dominant, seeking sensuaf
enjoyment.
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The relation between the A-B variable and the Strong
Vocational Interest Blank, Personality Research Form,
EmpJ.oyee Aptitude Survey, and SociaI Cornpetance Inventory
was the subject of a study by Seidman, Golding, Hogan and
LeBow (1974)" Using a sophisticated statistical- analysis,
the authors concluded that the A-B scafe seems to be tapping
a dimens ion tentativeJ-y labelled as social-interpersonal
versus an impersonal, cognitiveÌy complex orientation
towards concepts and things.

The findings of the clinical studies, the analogue
studies, and the studies of personality correlates of the
A-B variable suggest that it is still worthy of further
investigation. Howevwer, the evidence also suggests that it
is not the powerful predictor of outcome that it was once
thought to be. As Razin (1977) in his revieh¡ r,erites, "ft is
not a fluke
it does predict a consistent constellation
of personality differences.... there may be some utility for
the A-B variable for inceasing compatibility. . . " (P. 320 ) .
A similar view had been expressed by Seidnan, Golding, Ilogan
and LeBow (I974). They suggested "bootstrapping" the A-B
variable with other variables.
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TOLERAIICE OF A¡IBIGUITY AS

A

THERAPIST VÃRIABLE

The clinical writ.ings on the psychotherapy of the
sch izophrenic suggest another likety therapist variabfe.
Describing the therapy with the schizophrenic, Gottschalk,
GJ.eser, I.lagliocco, and DrZmura (196I) have written,

"

ooo

n

the content of the patientts communication has been found
difficult
to understand and guite unintel-rigibJ-e. The
language has been seen as ambiguous, with a tendency to
diffusion or generalization. The words, themselves, have
been noted to be used inexactly, and frequentry there is
frank incoherence. Elliptical statenents may occur. The
sentence may have frequent self contradictions and euphemisms, and it may contain many serf references and impersonaI construction.
Cameron (1944), in his studies of schizophrenic thinking,
writes that anyone working with a schizophrenic person finds
himself in a baffJ-ing situation.
Although he and the
patient seem to be talking about the same thing, they are
repeatedJ-y missing each others points.
Fromm-Reichnann ( 19 59 ) writes, "the psychiatrist who
works with disturbed psychotics, however will be faced time
and time again with his inability to follow the content of
the communication of his patients. The therapist has to
approach alI of them, including the psychotic productions..oo. He expects to understand some of them and be at a
loss as to the meaning of others..." (P. 74)

I7

In the introduction to a book on the psychotherapy with
sch izophrenics, Robert P. Knight ( 1952) has written. . . . . "the
psychotherapy of the schÍzophrenic is Ro venture to be
undertaken by person who regards primary process manifestations in themselves or others as al-ien ûr frightening. It
requires, fat more than the therapy of a psychoneurosis,
sensitivity and emphathy in the therapist which enables him
to tune in on the archaic and highly indiviclual prirnary
process wave length of each schizophrenic he treats; a
freedom from anxiety in developing an intense emotional
relationship with his patient and in carrying on the
relationship through unexpected emotional storms, insatiable
demands, provocative testing maneuvers, primitive outbursts
of hatred and confusing communications......'i (P. 15).
In an ìiI¡lH sponsored discussion group (llosher, I972\,
highly experienced psychotherapists considered the type of
therapist who is most Iikely to have success in treating
sch izophren ics .
There was general agreement by the
paricipants that the therapist have some deep personal- need
for working with this type of patientr âs being able to
withstand intense affects, respond to the patient honestJ.y
and spontaneouslyr and tolerale uncertainty and ambiguity.
One of the features that is apparent in the descriptions
given above is that the therapist is confronted with highly
volatile
and uncertain relationships.
Furtherr the
communication of the schizophrenic patient is uninteJ.ligi-

ble, or at best, confusing and ambiguous.
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English and Engrish (1958) define ambiguity tolerance as
a o o þ o owillingness to accept a state of af f airs capabJ_e of
alternate interpretations: €,g., feeling cor¡fortable (or at
least not feeling uncomfortable ) when facecl by a complex
social issue in which opposed principtes are intermingJ.ed
..,..Low ambiguity tolerance is shown by the desire to have
everything reduced to black and white. ".."(p. 24) "
since the therapy process with the schizophrenic patient
is characterized by large variability in affect, acting out
behavior, and confusing comunication, a high degree of
ambiguity tolerance manifested by the therapist would be an
asset.

Ar¡biguity tolerance as a therapist variable has receÍved
litt1e attention to date. In one study, Tucker and Snyder
(I974) examineci the changes in affect phenomena during

therapy, proportion of client self references and changes in
client sel-f ref erences, The results vrere largely negative.
However, ambiguity tolerance was measured using ambiguous
graphi cs as stimul i wh ich are unrelated to the social
ambiguity in a therapy situation.
Several scales for the measurement of arnbiguity toÌerance
have been constructed (Budner, 1962¡ Child, 1965). These
scales vrere characterized by low internal consistency.
I,lacdonald ( 1970 ) constructed a twenty itenr scaf e which had a
split half reliability
coefficient of .?3. An effort vras
made to establish construct validity by comparing Tolerance
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of Arnbigu ity scores with Gough-Sanford Rigidity scafes
scores and the Rokeach Dogmatism Scal-e Scores. The
correlations did indicate support for construct validity.
Norton (1975) constructed a tolerance of ambiguity scale
based on t.he f ollowing def inition.
I ntolerance of ambigu ity
is a tendency to perceive or interpret information marked by
vague, incomplete, fragmentedr flu1tiple, probable, unstructured, uncertain, inconsistent, contraryr contradictoryr oL
unclear meanings as actual or potential sources of psychological discomfort or threat. Internal rel-iability $ras
reported as 0"88 and test-retest reliability was reported as
0.86. Norton also provided data for criteria-related
vaLidity as well as construct validity.
ATTACH¡îE}JT AS

A

THERÀPIST VARIABLE

A potentially important therapist variable is suggested
by considering the role of the therapist with the schizophrenic patient, the longitudinal nature of the therapy
itself, and the early development of the individual later
diagnosed as schizophrenic.
One of the theoretical approaches to understanding the
development of an infant is termed Attachrnent Theory.
Bowlby (1978) defines Attachment Theory as a way of
conceptualizing the propensity of hurnan beings to make
strong affectional bonds to particular others and as a way
of explaining many forms of emotional distress and personal--
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ity or=aurbance, Attachment is seen as the basis of forming
relationships.
He further argues that many forms of
psychiatric disturbance can be attributed to deviations in
the deveJ.opment of attachment behavior, or to fail,ure of its
de ve lopme

nt

.

llumerous clinicians

(Fromm-Reichmann, 1948; SulIivan,

i Bateson et aI. , 1956 ¡ Lidz et al. , 1965 ) have
characterized the mother of the schizophrenic as "schízophrenigenic", as overprotective, hostile, overly or subtly
rejecting, overanxious, cold, distant, etc. These authors
have concl-uded that the mother is an important dynar,ric
factor in the genes is of the child's future psychiatric
condition.
These descriptions are consistent with studies of mothers
of schizophrenics (Wender, Rosanthal a Kety, 1968; Cohl-er,
lleiss & Grunebaum, 1970). Thus the characterization of the
nother of the schizophrenic as unempathic and Ínsensitive is
supported both by the patient I s descriptions ancl actual
studies of mothers.
Ainsworth ( 1973 ), in reviewing attachment research
states: ". . perhaps the most important influence of infantmother attachment is its effect upon social behavior in
general and on subsequent attachments in particular." (P.
19 53

5s).

Studies of high risk infants and schizophrenic mothers
(Ragins et â1" , 1975; Garner et al. , 1976 ) and of inf ant with
unempathic and insens itive mothers ( Paradise & Curicio,
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1974; Sroufe, L977) yielded consisent results. The infants
are described as non-attached. They avoided their mothers
and prefered objects to peopì-e. Brodsky and Brodsky (L9Bl)

suggest that the non-attached infant is a resuft of its
relationship v¡ith the unempathic, insensitive mother, and
that this is one of the etiological factors in schizophren ia.
It is important to consider the therapy rel-ationship with
the schizophrenic individual who is non-attached, who avoids
interpersonal closeness, and is suspicious and mistrustful

of any .person with whom he or she may have contact with.
There is general agreement among clinicians that the
therapeutic rel-ationship is of primary inportance in
ef fect ing change.
SulIivan ( 1953 ) writes that "the
therapist must offer the patients a relationship of security
beyond what they have ever had". Guntrip (1969) and Arieti
(1974) refer to the centrality of the personal relationship
factor in psychotherapy. Bowlby (1965) writes, "...Because
of their almost complete inability to make relationships,
..he
the psychiatrist is robbed of his principal tool
has yet to learn methods of affecting for the better
patients who have only the shallowest of feelings for
him. o n ".
Searles ( 1965) speaks of the need for deep
personal involvement on the part of the therapist for
periods of up to ten years.
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Thus in a therapeutic interaction, the t.herapist is
confronted with an individual- who is non-attached and fears
and mistrusts others.
Optimally, the therapist rnust
establish a close long term relationship with the avoidant
and reject.ing patient. rt seems 1ikely, based on attachnent
research, that in order to establish this, the therapist
would have to have had established good, secure attachrnents
in his own developmental history.
THERÀPIST REACTIONS TO

A

PATIENT

The clinical

Iiterature provides a source of descriptions
of therapist reactions to a patient in the course of
psychotherapeutic treatment. Those therapist reactions are
subsumed under the term countertransference. Freud (1910)
def ined countertransference in a restricted sense
the
analystrs transference to the analysandrs transference. The
modern literature suggests a broader view of the term.
Heimann (1950) suggests that countertransference covers all
the feeli ngs wh ich the analyst experiences toward h is
patient. Kernberg (1965) supports this viev¡ by suggesting
that countertransference is the total emotional reaction of
the psychoanalyst to the patient in the treatment.
llumerous clinicians

I96l;
1974) have been concerned with the

(Fromm-Reichmann, 1959; Savage,

Spotnitz, 1969; Arieti,
problematic nature of unresol-ved or negative countertransference in the psychotherapy with the schizophrenic. Cohen
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(1952) has proposed an operational definition of countertransference: "when in the patient-analyst relationship,
anxiet.y is aroused in the analyst with the effect that
communication between the two is interfered with by

some

alteration in the analystsrs behavior (verbal or otherwise),
then countertransference is present" (p. 235)" Several of
the manifestations of countertransference that she discussed
are: the anaryst cannot identify with the patient; the
anaJ-yst f inds it dif f icult to pay attention to the patient;
the analyst experiences anxiety when with the patient.
THE PRESE¡JT

STUDY

Let us consider a therapy situation in which a therapist
rneets with a schizophrenic individual, that is, a person who
is mistrustf ul and avoidant of others r nìânif ests labiJ.ity in
affect, and whose verbal communications are confusing or
ambiguous. Based upon the research findings cited abover ârì
A type therapist, who was tolerant of ambiguity, and who had
formed good attachments in his past, wouJ.d tend to approach

the patient rather than avoid him in an approach avoidance
sense. on the other hand, the B type therapist, who was
intolerant of anbiguity, and who had poor attachments, woul_d
tend to avoid the patient"
The A type, ambiguity tolerant, good attachments
therapist would be: act ively, personal ly involved, more
accepting of the patient, and more comfortable with the
verbal productions than the B type, ambiguity intolerant,
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poor attachments therapist. Thus the A type, ambiguity
tolerant, good attachments therapist should be more
attentive and thus recall more verbal- materiaL of the
patient, experience less anxiety, and nanifest more liking
or attraction to the schizophrenic patient than the B type,
ambiguity intolerant, poor attachments therapist.
If the feelings engendered in the therapist, on first
rleeting the patient, are such that he or she tends to avoid
the patient rather than approach him (in an approach
avoidance paradigm sense ), the formation of a therapist
relationship may be jeopardized and ultimatel-y effect the
ou

tcone.

t is the purpose of this study to investÍgate these
questions in a therapy analogue situation.
I

HYPOTHESES

1.

(a)

"Therapists" will experience rnore anxiety when
confronted with the schizophrenic patient than
with the non-schizophrenic potient.

(b)

"Therapists" wilf be more attracted to the
than to the
non-sch izophrenic patient
schizophrenic patient.
"Therapists" wifl recall more of the verbal
material of the non-schizophrenic patient.

(c)

2.

(a)

A-type "therapists", as compared to B-type,
will experience l-ess anxiety when listening to
the schizophrenic patient.
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(b)

A-type "therapists"r âs compared to B-type,
will be more attracted to the schizophrenic
pat ient

(c)

3,

(a)

(b)

A-type "therapists"r âs cornpared to B-type,
will recall more of what the schizophrenic
patient said"
Tolerant of ambiguity "therapistsr âs compared
to intorlerant of ambiguity "therapists", will
experience l-ess anxiety when listening to the
schizophrenic patient
as
Tolerant of ambiguity "therapists",
compared to intolerant of ambiguity "therapists", wi11 be more attracted to the
schizophrenic patient.

as
of ambigu ity
"therapists",
compared to intolerant of ambiguity "therapists", will recall more of what the schizophrenic patient said"
(a) High attachrnent "therapists", as cornpared to
low attachment "therapists", will experience
less anxiety when listening to the schizophrenic patient.
(b) High attachment "therapists", as compared to
low attachment "therapists", wiIl be ¡:ìore
attracted to the schizophrenic patient "

(c

4.

.

)

Tolerant
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High attachment. "therapists", as compared to
Low att.achment "Lherapists " , wi 11 recalf rnore
of what the schizophrenic patient said"
(a) A-type "therapists", who are also tolerant of
ambigu ity,
will
experience less anxiety
listening to the sch izophrenic patient than
B-type "therapists", who are also intol-erant
of ambiguity
(b) A-type "therapists", who are also tolerant of
ambigu ity,
wi 1l be more attracted to the
schizophrenic patient than B-type "therapists"
(c)

tr

are afso intolerant of ambiguity"
A-type " therap ists " , who are al-so tolerant of
ambiguity, will recall- more of what the
schizophrenic patient said than B-type
"therapists " who are also intolerant of
who

(c)

ambigu i

6.

(a)

A-type "therapists", who are also high on
attachment, will experience Less anxiety when
listening to the schizophrenic patient than
B-type "therapists" who are aLso low on
a

(b)

ty .

ttachme nt

.

A-type "therapists", who are also high on
attachment, will be more attracted to the
schizophrenic patient than B-type "therapists"
who are also Iow an attachrnent.
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(c)

7"

(a)

(b)

(c)

B.

(a)

A-type "therapists", who are also high on
attachment, will recaII more of what the
schizophrenic patient said than B-type
"therapists", who are aLso low on attachnent.
"Therapists", who are high on attachrnent and
also tolerant of arnbigu ity, will experience
less anxiety when I istening to the sch izophrenic patient than "therapists" who are Jow
on attachment and also intolerant of ambiguity.
"Therapists", who are high on attachnent and
also tolerant of ambigu ity, will be more
attracted to the schizophrenic patient than
therapists who are l-ow on attachrnent and
intolerant of arnbigu ity.
"Therapists", who are high on attach¡¡ent and
also tolerant of ambigu ity, will recaLl rnore
of what the schizophrenic patient said than
"therapists" who are low on attachment and
also intolerant of ambiguity.
Those "therapists", who are A-type, high on
attachment, and also tolerant of ambiguity,
will- experience l-ess anxiety when listening to
the schizophrenic patient than "therapists"
who are B-type, low on attachmentr and al-so
intolerant of ambiguity.
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(b) Those "therapists", who are A-type, high on
attachrnent, and also tolerant of ambigu ity,
will be more attracted to the schizophrenic
patient than "therapists" who are B-type, fow
on attachment, and
al-so intolerant of
amb

(c)

igu i ty

.

are A-type, high on
attachment, and also tolerant of ambiguity,
will recaLl- more of what the schizophrenic
patient said than "therapists" who are B-type,
low on attachment, and aLso intolerant of
ambigu ity.
Those "therapists",

who

CHAPTER

II

IlETHOD

SUBJECTS

The subjects for this study were vol-unteer female student

year of an R.lJ. program frorn the three
schooLs of nursing in the city of Winnipeg. The first year
student nurses have no exposure to psychiatryr so that an
experience factor would be controlled.
Fifty-eight student nurses volunteered to participate in
the study. Two subjects did not complete their participation in the study. One of them became i11 and the other
withdrew from the nursing progranì. Thus fifty-six subjects
were used. The subjects were given the role of guasi-theranurses in their first

pists.
were enroll-ed at the St. Boni face
Ìtr ineteen sub jects
Hospital School of ìlursing, sixteen subjects were enroÌl-ed
at the Health Sciences Centre School of lJursing and
twenty-two subjects were enrol-l-ed at the Red River Community
College Program in lJursing. All subjects were in two year
programs.

Student nursesr âs opposed to undergraduate university

students, were used as subjects so that reults could be more
appropriately be generalized to other "helping" professions.
29
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STII\IULUS ¡,IATERIAL

n this analogue of an initial
therapy session, the
subjects, as quasi-therapists, observed a videotape of one
pat.ient. diagnosed as schizophrenic and a second patient who
vtas not schizophrenic. Two professional male actors were
enployed to play the patient roles, thus protecting the
anonymity of the patients. Transcript of interviews with a
schizophrenic patient and a non-schizophrenic patient were
obtained. The transcripts were edited to remove identifying
names, etc.
A videotape recording was made of each actor playing the
role of the schizophrenic patient as weII as the non-schizophrenic patient.
The content of the verbaf monologue
r

involved the "patient" talking about himsel-f , his f eelings,
problerns etc.
h is
Each segment was approxinatel-y s ix
minutes in length. The transcript of the speech of the
schizophrenic patient is given in Appendix A and the speech
of the non-schizophrenic patient is given in Appendix B.
To insure that the actors accurately depicted the
patients, the video tapes were rated by two clinical
psychologists and two psychiatrists.
The ìlew Have n
Sch izophrenia Index (Astrachan, B.l'1. et ã1, I972 ) was used
for this purpose.
using the
Inter-rater reliability,
checklist was 0.84 " A criterion-rel-ated validity coefficient of 0 "87 h'as also obtained. The checkl-ist consists of
six major groups of symptoms with a score assigned to each"
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The criterion

score is 4 for a diagnosis of schizophrenia.
The lJew Haven Schizophrenia Index is given in Appendix C.
Two video tapes were prepared for presentation to the
subjects. One consisted of actor I playing the schizophrenic roLe and actor 2 playing the non-schizophrenic rol-e. The
second consisted of a segment in which actor 2 pl-ayecl the
schizophrenic rol-e and a segment in which actor I played the
non-sch izophrenic role.
Validation of Stimulus Video Tapes
The use of actors instead of actual psychiatric patients
as a stimulus in the study required that the tapes be
validated in the sense that the actors real-isticaIJ-y
portrayed the paLients in guestion, Each of the two maLe
actors played the rol-e of a patient diagnosed as sch izophrenic and a patient who had received a different diagnos is "
The video tapes of the actors were rated by two
cl-inical psychologists and two psychiatrists, using the llew
Haven Schizophrenic Index.

The results are indicated in Tabl-e l-. A score of four or

greater corresponds to a diagnosis of schizophrenia.
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TABLE
New Haven

1

schizophrenic rndex Ratings of stimulus video
Tapes

Rater

Actor L
Actor 2
l---------+ ------------+--------+
--- -+
l"scHIz." l"Nol.t-scHIz. " l"scÍ1I2. " lNON-SCFIrZ. "
.l_Tï_--.1___::1:__--_ f_::ï___l___1:l:_____l
I

ClinicaL
Psychologist l

g*

Clinical
Psychologist 2
Psych iatrist I
Psychiatrist 2

9*

B*

I

g*

8*

0

B*

1L*

I

l_0*

l_

I
I

* A score of 4 or greater corresponds to a diagnosis of
sch izophren ia

.
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Each of the actors pJ.aying the schizophrenic was rated as

schizophrenic by aLl raters" The actors, when portraying
the non-schizopherenic patientr w€Lê rated as not schizophrenic, in terms of the raters' scoring"
MEASUREMENT

OF INDEPENDEÌIT VARIABLES

the three independent variables, A-B variables, Attachment, and Tolerance of Ambiguaty employed in this study were
rneasured using paper and pencil questionnairies.
A-B

SCALE.

The A-B variable h¡as measured using a scale known as the

UK-]9. This 19 item scale is a modification of a 23 iten
psychometrically "pure" scale developed by Schiffrnan, Carson
and Falkenburg ( l-967 ) . There is high item overlap and
similar construction to the original VJhitehorn-Betz scale,
and it offers the advantages of factorial purity (Kemp &
Stephens, 197I ).

The UK-19 has been employed in many of the analogue
studies originating at the University of Kentucky (Berzins'
Freidman & Seidman, 1969¡ Berzins & Seidman' 1968).

The 19 i tems of the scal-e are

used as fillers.

mi

xed wi th 24 other i tems

The scale is reproduced in Àppendix

D.

The scale sras scored so that high scores correspond to
types and low scores correspond to B types.

A
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Attachment.

"

Attachment s¡as measured by a questionnaire developed

by

J. Shane and M, Brodsky (I9Bl). The 56 items, making up the
scal-e, tap the responses of the subject to being separated
from a loved person for varying lengths of time and in
various situations. The rationaLe for this was that the
degree of emotional response to a separation fror¡ a Ìoved
person would be indicative of the strength of attachment to
that person and also an indication of the propensity to
attach to other peopJ-e.
The response to each item is in the form of a five item
Likert-type scaLe. The attach¡nent scale is currentl-y in the
process of item analysis by J. Shane and ¡1. Brodsky.
Initial studies indicate that the scale is able to account
for approximately 808 of the variance in marital status for
a group of subjects. The scafe is reproduced in Appendix E.
The scoring was such that high scores are indicative of high
Attachment.

Tolerance of Ambiguitv.

Tolerance of ambiguity was measured using a paper and
pencil questionnaire constructed by Norton (l-975). The

scale consisted of 61 items which tapped the subject ts
anbiguity tolerance in areas of philosophy, interpersonal
comunication, public image, job rel-ated situations, problem
solving,

social situations, habit and art forms. The
response to each item was meaured on a seven iten Likerttype scafe.
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The scaLe was reported to have an split-half reliabiì.ity
of 0.88 and a test-retest reliability of 0.86 over a twerve
week period. The scal-e was correLated with other measures

basically related to Ít. Rigidity of attitudes Regarding
Personal Habits (lJeresko, Rubin, schontz a ilarrow, rg54),
rntolerance of Ambigu ity (l{artin & vJestie , L959) , rntolerance of Ambiguity (Buclner, L962) and Rigidity (Rehfeisch,
L958) were correlated with the lJorton scafe to obtain a
meaure of criteria-related validity.
The results provided
good evidence f or th is f orm of vaJ. idi ty.
ìJorton also undertook several empirical studies to
determine the construct varidity of the scale. wil-lingness
to vol-unteer f or undef ined experirnents was f ound to be
related to high Arnbiguity Tolerance.
The scal-e is reproduced in Appendix F.
MEASUREI'IENT

OF DEPEITDEIJT VARIABLES

The dependent variabres nìeasured in this study were the
quasi-therapistrs attraction to "patient", autonomic arousal

of quasi-therapist to "patient" and quasi-therapist recall_
of verbalizations of "patient".
Attract ion "
The guas i-tehrap ist's
attaction to the "patient"
portrayed on a video tape was measured using a modified
version of the Therapist's PersonaL Reaction Questionnaire
(Goldstein, 197I). This forty item questioinnaire was
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al. (1957)" Goldstein (1971) employed
this questionnaire in his extensive study of therapatic
attraction. The items of the questionnaire tap the positive
and negative feelings that may be elicited in a therapist by
the patient or cLient. The responses to each item vrere
ITìeasured on a f ive point Likert-type scaf e.
Some words used in the items, such as therapist, were
changed to nurse in view of the subjects used in this study.
Fifteen items frorn the original scale were del-eted because
of irrelevance to a therapy anaì.ogue. The twenty-five iten
questionnaire is reproduced in Appendix G"
deveJ-oped by. Ashby e1

Autonomic Arousal.
One of the theses of this study was that a therapist or

other person, when observing or in interaction with a person
manifesting the symptoms of schizophrenia, would respond
witn increased anxiety. Rappoport and Katkin (I972) have
shown that autonomic arousal as neasured by the Galvanic
Skin Response v¡as related to state anxiety in threatening,
ego involving situations. The GSR was chosen as the measure
of autonomic activity during the interval when the subject
was viewing a video-tape of the "patient".
Two measures of GSR activity were scored from the
continuous GSR record obtained during the viewing of a video
segment.

The first

a count of the number of GSR peaks
present in the continuous record. This measure would be
measure was
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indicative of the frequency of heightened GSR actÍvity, oñ
the part of the subject, in response to the video stimuÌus.
The other measure consisted of the sum of the magnitudes

of the GSR peaks or deflections recorded during the stirnufus
period. tieasurement vJas made using an interval- scale fron
baseline of the recorded data (Brodsky & Brodsky, 1978).
Th is measure would be an indi cator of cumu lat ive GSR
activity during the stimulus period.
The GSR was measured using a Lafayette Instrument Co.
tlodeI 76094 psychogalvanorneter with a recording strip chart.
Gold f inger electrodes, 0.95 cm. in diarneter, were enployed
for the measurement. Hewlett Packard Redux eLectrode paste
was used for improved electrical contact.
Reca1I.

A recal1 task was used as a measure of subject's
attending to and subsequent retention of the verbalizations
of the "patient" stimuli. The reca11 task is common in the
study of verbal learning, and has been empJ-oyed in sentence
recaf 1 studies (tliller, 1962).
The recal-1 task consisted of instructing the subject to
recall as much as she could of the verbal naterial frorn the
video segment, and to write the recalled material down" The
recall task instructions are reproduced in Appendix H.
Two measurements v¡ere made from the recaLleci written
material-. The first score was determined by a count of the
total- number of words written down. This score, the total
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words recal-1ed, would be reflective of
perception of what she vras able to recal1.

the

subjectrs

The second measurement was of the number of correct ly
recallecl phrases. A recalled phrase v/as def ined as a
meaningfuJ. part of a sentence r such as subject-verb,
verb-object, descriptive clause, etc. Repetitions were not
counted unless repetitions occured in the original text.
Isolated words were not scored, unless they were present
in the original text in that forrn,
Two independent raters, blind as to the conditions of the
study, were trained to score the wri tten recalled text. The
correLation of the scoring by the two raters, after the
training period was 0.92.
DESIGN

The experimental design consisted of a covariate, three

control variabJ-es, and three independent variables.
The covariate cons isted of the dependent variable
measured under the non-schizophrenic stimulus. It was
included in the design to remove variance which could be
attributed to response to a psychiatric "patient" stirnulus
in general

"

The control variables included in the design were a
specification of the school of nursing attended by the
subject, the order of presentatiion of the stimulus tapes to
the subject, and a variable specifying t.he actor playing the
llon-schizophrenic RoIe.
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The schooL of nursing variable was used to determine
whether sampL ing differences existed between the three
school-s of nursing from which subjects were drawn" The
sequence and order of presentation variable specified
whether the subject was first shown the non-schizophrenic
patient tape followed by the schizophrenic "patient" tape,
or the reverse order. Any order effects could thus be
determined. The inclusion of the actor variable woul-d al-l-ow
a check on whether a particular actor had an effect on the
variance of the dependent variable, irrespective of the
patient role he was playing.
This study was concerned with the performance of subjects
who scored on the extremes of the independent variabl-es.
The relatively small N would not permit defining high-1ow
using quartiles or terciles. l'ledian splits were used on the
distribution of scores for AB, Tolereance of Ambiguity and
Attachrnent variables

"

Thus the experimental design was covariate X 2(sequence

of tape presentation) X 2(actor) X 3(school of nursing) X
2(attachment type) X 2(A-B type) X 2(Tolerance of Ambiguity
type

)

"

The order of presentation of the stirnulus tapes was
counterbalanced. Half of the subjects viewed the non-schizophrenic "patient" tape first, followed by schizophrenic
"patient" tape" The other half of the subjects viewed the
tapes in the opposite order.
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The actor playing the schizophrenic role was also
counterbalanced. Hal-f the sub jects viewect the tape in wh ich
actor r played the schizophrenic rol-e, while Lhe other half
of the subjects viewed the tape in which actor 2 prayed the
schizophrenic role. The use of two actors in this way was
to control for effects which could be attributable to the
appearance, tone of voice, etc.
The seguence of presentation of the two "patient" tapes
was rando¡nized" The sel-ection of the actor pJ.aying the
sch izophrenic rol-e was randomized wi th respect to the
subj e cts

.

PROCEDURE

Two 45 minute experimental sessions were reguired for

each volunteer subject.
Prior to volunteering, the
prospective subjects were told that they would be requirecl
to answer questionnaires, view two short video tapes of a
person talking and that their autonornic arousal level would
be monitored. The subjects vrere blind as to the conditions
of the study.
The paper and pencil rneasures were administered during
the first experimental session. The questionnaire battery
consisted of the AB scale, the Tolerance of Ambiguity
questionnaire and the Attachment sca1e.
In the second session, the subject was toLd that she
would be viewing a video tape of a person talking. t^lhi1e
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viewing the video tape, her autonomic arousal level would be
monitored by attaching two electrodes to her fingers. The

subject was reassured that she would not be shocked, etc.
The electrodes woul-d onJ.y measure act Ívi ty that \,,¡as present
on her skin surface. FoJ-lowing the video tape, she woul-d be
required to ansrder a questionnaire about her reactions to
the video taped material " She would then be required to
write down as much as she could remernber of what the person
said. The procedure would then be repeated for a second
segment of video tape,
Two eLectrodes were attached to the vol-ar area of the
index and middle f ingers of the subjectrs non-preferred
hand. The f ingers were f irst cleaned with alcohol to relrìove
oils etc. Electrode paste was used between electrodes and
skin to insure a good conducting path. The subject \¿ras
seated in front of -the TV monitor and was asked to keep her
hand in a relaxed position. The psychogal-vanometer \,ùas
pJ.aced behind the subject, out of her field of vision" A
baseline measurement of GSR was established by barancing the
psycogarvonometer under no stimul-us conditions. The first
video segment was presented and the GSR was recorded during
the viewing period. The sub ject rdas then given the
attraction questionnaire to f il1 out, foll-owed by the recaLL
task" The procedure was then repeated for the second video
segment "
Each subject thus viewed one segment of a
sch izophrenic "pat ient " talk ing and a second with a
non-schizophrenic "patient" talking"
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DATA AT¡ALYSIS

The data were anaryzed using the General- Linear t{odels
procedure. This is a general multivariate
statistial
statisticaJ. procedure which incorporates analysis of
variance, covariance and multipJ.e regression.
A multivariate analysis was used to examine the rel-ation-

ship between the set of dependent variables and the
independent variables. The effect of the Índependent
variables upon the set of dependent variables considered
together or jointly could thus be determined the multivariate procedure woul-d al-so better control the experiment-wise
error rate.
In order to increase the power of the anaJ.ysis, by
reducing degrees of freedom, the dependent measures
(Attraction, GSR and Recal-1 measured under the schizophrenic
"patient" stimulus) and the covariates (Attraction, GSR and
recall- measured under the non-schizophrenic "patient"
stimulus) were factor analyzed and factor scores were used
to construct factored variables.
The experimental- model would then be represented by the
equation:

(Factored covariate
(Factored dependent variable set )
variable set ) + (sequence of stimulus presentation (2
leve1s) ) + AB(2 leve1s) + Tolerance of Ambiguity (2 fevels)
+ Attachment (2 levels ) + interactions (2 way and 3 way
)

between independent variables

)
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The results from the nultivariate analysis were then
examined further by perforrning a univariate analysis for
each of the dependent variables.
A univariate power analysis indicated a power of 0.75
wi th aì-pha <. 05 f or 56 sub jects and the number of variables
employed in this study.

CHAPTER

ITI

RESULTS

Desgriptiv_q Statisticg and Factor Analvsis of the
Independent Variables

The meansr rnêdians and standard deviations of the
subjects' scores on the AB scal-e, ToJ.erance of Ambiguity
questionnaire and Attachment guestionnaire are indicated in
Table 2. The relativery small differences between the nean
and median for each of AB, Tolerance of Ambiguity and
Attachment indicate that the distributions of these scores
are not markedly skewed. These questionnaires were scored

in a direction such that high scores correspond to A type,
high Ambiguity Tolerant and high Attachment, respectiveÌy.
The AB, Tolerance of Ambiguity and Attachr¡ent score
distributions were subjected to a median split in order to
create "fixed" factors in the analysis of variance sense for
later inclusion in an analysis of covariance variance.
An AB score greater than or equal to 10 was defined as A
type while a score less than L0 was defined as B type. High
Tolerance of Ambiguity was definecl by a score greater than
or equal to 209, and low Tolerance of Arnbiguity required a
score less than 209. A high Attachment level_ was defined by
a score greater than or equal to 141-, while low Attachnent
required a score less than 14f.
44
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TABLE

2

l{ean, tledian and Standared Deviations of Independent
Variables lleasures

+------fndependent
I
Variable
I
+-------

--+--------+----------+---+
I
lStandard
I
ll''lean I lledian lDeviation
--+--------+----------+---+
I
I

I

lA-B variable
lTolerance of ambiguity

lAttachment

9

.91

21r..6 I
144 "98

9.92
208.5
140,s

2.BB

32.34
27 .86
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rt was of interest to examine the refationship among the
independent variables AB, Torerance of Ambiguity and
Attachment in order to determine whether the variables
""t"
independent or whether there \dere common underlying factors.
A factor analysis of these variabl-es was carried out. The
inter-correlation matrix is given in Tabl.e 3.
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TABLE

Inter-correlation

3

Matrix of the Independent Variables

I
I Tolerance
I Attachment I of Ambiguity
Attachme nt

1.000

-0.546

Tole rance

of Ambiguity
AB

I .0r0
tl.

tl.

I

I

I

ABI

I

0

I

"269

-0.225

I 1.000
lt

I

4B

There exists a small positive correl_ation
be twee n
Attachment and the AB variable. A moderate
nega t i ve
correlation exists between the Attachment
and Tole rance of
Ambiguity variables.
The resuLts of a factor analyis, using
a varina x
rotation, of the three independent variables
is given
Table

in

4

"
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TABLE

4

Factor Loadings, EigenvaLues and cornmunality Estinates for
the Independent Variables

E

ige nva

l-u e

At tachme nt

Tolerance of
Ambigu i ty
AB

|

0.842

|

0.710

|
I

-0.822

I

0.575

|

0.676
0.331

I

I

I
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The factor anaJ-ysis yielded one factor with an eigenvalue

of 1,71-6" This factor then accounts for approximately 512
of the variance of the 3 variabLes" The communalities
indicate that 71t of the variance of the attachment scores
is accounted for by the factor, and approximately 68å of the
variance of Tolerance of Ambiguity scores is accounted for
by this factor" However, only 338 of the variance of AB is
accounted for by this factor.
Test of Hypothesis of

Response

Differences in

Dependent

SEimuTiThe means, standard deviations and t-test of differences
between means of the dependent variables is indicated in

Tabl-e 5.

Each dependent variable was measured with each

subject viewing the schizophrenic patient tape and afso the
non-schizophrenic patient tape.
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TABLE

5

T-Test of Differences Between Dependent Variables l.leasured
under Schizophrenic Patient Stimulus and Non-Schizophrenic
Patient Stimulus

+------+

+-------+ --+------+
lllean lS.D. lt-test lDf I Prob.l
+ ----- -+-----+- ---- --+ --+------+
Attraction (Schiz. )
Attract ion (lJon-sch iz . )
Tota] GSR Deflections
(Sch

iz . )

lTotal

GSR

Deflections

(lJon-sch iz . )

TotaI

I

GSR

Peaks (Schiz")

6s.13 l4 .09
87 "77 12.18
96 "72

rll.B4

95.05

14.34

8.06

I

3

97 "00 47.34

*Al,pHA < .05
*ALPHA < .O]

I

5510.025
I

.22* * 55 0.002

7.50

I

Total correct phrases
recal led ( Sch iz . )
Total correct phrases
recalLed (lIon-schiz. )

2.30*

I

Total words recalled
(Schiz. )
)

I

I

I40.55

11.53

| (ÌJon-schiz.

I

-9.78** 5510.0001
I

Total GSR Peaks
(llon-schiz.)

lTotal- words recal led

I

-8.77* *

55 0.0001

-9.51**

55

168.66 70.72
7

"09

16.25

4

"r7

7.7r

0.0001
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As a group, the subjects experienced nore attraction or

liking for the "patient" diagnosed as non-schizophrenic than
for the subject diagnosed as schizophrenic (t=9.78, df=55,
ALPIIA <.01).
The subjectsr GSR, as measured by deflection
totals, was significantly higher when viewing the schizophrenic "patient" tape as opposed to the non-schizophrenic
"patient" tape (l=2.30, df=55r ALPHA <.05). SimilarJ.y, the
number of GSR peaks recorded cìuring the viewing of the
schizophrenic "patient" tape was significantly higher than
during the viewing of the non-schizophrenic patient tape
(l=3 .22 , df=55, ALPHA < .01 ) .
The total number of words written down by the subjects in

response to the recall task \,\¡ere significantly

lower

when

viewing the schizophrenic "patient" tape as opposed to
viewÍng the non-schizophrenic "patient" tape (l=8.77, df=55'
ALPHA<.01).

set of hypot.heses, 1.a, 1.b and l.c, that
the subjects, as a whole, would respond differentially to
the "patients" v/as conf irr¡ed.
Thus the first

Multivariate Test of Hypotheses
As a preJ.iminary to the mul-tivariate analysis, the
dependent variables (Attraction, GSR totals, Total words
recalled, Totat correct phrases recalled when viewing
schizophrenic "patient") and the covariates (Attraction' the
2 GSR measures, the 2 Recall measures when viewing the
non-schizophrenic "patient" ) were subjected to a factor
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analysis, The original set of variables and covariates were
then transformed to a new set of composite factor-score
variables using a factor score procedure. The factor-score
variable is a' variable which takes into account the
correla t ion between the orig inal set of variabLes. The
degrees of freedom in the model is reduced, and the power of
the analysis is thus increased.
This approach lras necessary because of the relatively
small lI of the sample. Malf unction of the psychogalvanorneter during the experimental runs necessitated the deletion
from the analysis of GSR scores for I0 subjects. The tI for
the multivariate analysis was reduced to 46.
The inter-correlation matrix for the dependent variabl-es
is given in Table 6. The results of the factor analysis of
the dependent variables is summarízed in Table 7.
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TABLE

rnter-correl-ation

6

Matrix of the Dependent variables

--------+ -----------+ -------+ ---- ----+ -------

+

tractÍon

Total

GSR

Deflection

At

lTotaJ.s

IGSR

Peaks

Total
Corre

c

-+

t

ltords
Phras es
Recalled I Recalled

GSR

Deflection

TotaIs

lcsR

lPeaks
I
I

I .000

I

|

I

|

-.-

0.869

-0.114 r -0.3l_7

lttt

| 1.000 | -0.069 | -0.309

Total

Words

lRecalLed

1"000

0.564

Total
Correct
Phrases

Reca I

led

1.000

I
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TABLE

7

Factor Loadingsr Eigenvaf ues and Cornmunal ity Estirnates f or
the Dependent Variables

+-----------+--+ -------------+
I Factor I I Factor 2 | Communality
+-----------+--+- ------------+
| 2.18
-.| 1.43
I
+-----------+--+ ------------+
0.3s
| 0.139 | 0.570
I

E

ige nva lue

Attract ion
GSR

Deflection

Total

s

GSR Peaks

Total
Re

Words

cal le

d

Total Correct

Phrases Recalled

|

I

ltt

|
|

0.960
0.949

I -0.035
| -0.044

lt

| -0.068
I

| -0.368

I

o.Bss

lt
I 0.7ss

I

I

I

0.90

I

0.73

I

0

I

I

0.92

.70

I

I

I

I

I

I
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one factor' with
anatysis.
the
from
emerged
Two factors
to be an Attraction Recall

an eigenvalue of 2'LB' appears
was 1 '43 '
eigenvalue
whose
factor'
other
The
factor.
appears to be a GSR factor'
that the two factors
show
estimates
The communality
the Attraction scores'
of
variance
the
of
35g
account for
and 708
variance of the GSR scores
the
of
90g
approximately
scores"
of the variance of the Recal]
the covariates is
for
matrix
The inter-correlation
the factor analysis
of
results
The
I
Table
"
reproduced in
in Table 9 '
of the covariates is summarized
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TABLE

8

fnLer-correlation llatrix of Covariates lleasured
Non-Schizophrenic Patient Stirnulus

+--------+-----------+-------+
I
I

I

--------+--------+
I

At tra

I tion

I Total

GSR

Deflection
Total

c-

GSR

Peaks

under

I

I

Words

Total

Corre ct
Phrases

Recalled Recalled

I GSR

lDef J-ection

|rorals

|

lcsR

I

lPeaks
I

I

I

1.000
-.-

| 0.847I 0.3t

rttl

I

1.000

| -0.113

I -0.036 | -0.136

Total

It{ords
I

I

|

Reca I

led

1.000

0.801

Total
Correct
Phrases

Reca I

led

1.000

I
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TABLE

9

Factor Loadings, Eigenvalues and communaJ-ity Estimates for
covariates under Ìlon-schizophrenic patient stir¡ulus

E

igenva 1ue

Attract ion

I

0.689

|

0.L27

I

0"490

|

GSR

Deflect ion

Total-s
GSR

Peaks

Total, !.lords
Recalled

Total Correct

Phrases Recalled

0.020
I

| -0 .023
ltt

I

rtt
|

0.9t8

0.958

lt
| 0.9s8

0.888

I -0.019

0.92r

| -0.148

.919

I

0

I

0.789

I

0.871

I

I

I

|
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Two f actors emerged f rom the anaJ-ysis

ing a varirnax
rotation. The factors possess a similar structure to the
factors obtained frorn the analysis of the dependent
variables. An Attraction-Recall factor and a GSR factor
result from the factor analysis. The communality estimates
show that 498 of the variance in the Attraction covariate
scores are accounted for by the two factors. The factors
also account for approximately 922 of the variance of the
GSR scores and approximately 808 of the variance of the
Recall scores "
The rel-atively lower factor loadings of Attraction on the
Attraction-Reca11 factor for both dependent ancl covariate
sets suggests that a larger sample s ize r:ray have resulted in
distinct factors for Recall and Attraction.
The cornposite factor-score variables, Attraction-Recall
and GSR were analyzed by means of a multivariate anaJ-ysis.
The results of the analysis are sumrnarized in Tab1e 10.
us
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TABLE

llultivariate
+

I
I

Anarysis of Factor scored Dependent variate set

-------

-

Covari aLe/
¡ndependent Variabl_e

------+-----+ ---------+- ---+-____ _+
I H-L I llultiI
I
lTracelvariate Fl df I prob.

Attraction-Recall Covariate
GSR Covariate
Presentation Sequence
llurs ing School-

Actor
AB

Tolerance of Ambiguity

lAttachment
lToJ-erance of Ambigu i ty
I X Attachment
IAB X Attachment
IAB X Tolerance of Ambiguity
IAB X Tolerance of Anbiguity
I X Attachment

ALPHA < .05

**

TO

ALPHA < " OI

I

I

0.r29
0

"314
0.310

0.2r4

0.097
0.058
0.115
0.123

0 .204
0.004
0.027

0.113

2.00

5.80**
4.81**

1.61
1.50

0.9t
r.79
1.91

3 , l_6*

0.07
0.43

2,3I
,3I
,3I
4 ,60
2,3I
2 t3I
2 t3r
2 t3I
2,3I
2,3I
2,3I
2
2

0"ts

0.007
0.01
0.18
0.23
0.41
0.18
0.16

0.0s
0.93
0.65

1.75
2,3I1 0.tB
+---------+ ----+------+

6l
Table 1 0 indi cates the effect, the floteJ-1 ing-Lawley
Trace, the multivariate F, the associated degrees of freedom
and the probability for rejecting the null hypothesis for
that

val-ue.

Examination of the tabled values indicates that the

covariate effect

GSR

(multivariate F=5.80,
is significant
ðf=2,3I t ALPHA 4 .01 ) and there exists a trend for the
Attraction-RecaLl covariate. Thusr âs a set, the dependent
variables have a s ignif icant relationship to GSR scores
obtained under non-sch izophrenic stimul-us.
The presentation Seguence effect is seen to be significant (multivariate F=4.Blr df=2r3I, ALPHA <.0I). Thus the
dependent variable scores as a set depend upon whether the
schizophrenic "patient" is viewed first or whether he is
viewed after the non-schizophrenic "patient".
The Tolerance of Ambiguity X Attachment interaction is
found to be significant (multivariate F=3.16, df=2,3I, ALPHA
<.05). Thi-s resuLt points to the confirmation of hypotheses
'7a, b and c. As a set, Attraction, GSR and RecaII depend
upon the leveLs of Tolerance of Ambiguity and Attach¡nent.
Trends are indicated for an Attachment main effect
( F=1 .91 ,
ALPHA ( =0 .16 ) and Tolerance of Ambigu ity ma in
effect (F=1.79, ALPHA (="fB). There is also a trend for the
3-way AB X Tolerance of Ambiguity X Attachment interaction
effect (F=l.75, ALPHA( =.1-B).
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There is al-so a trend for a tJursing school effect. This
would suggest that the sampJ.e across nurs ing schools vras not
homoge neous.

Univariate Tests of the Hvpotheses
In order to examine the effect of the independent
variabres upon each dependent measure, a univariate analysis
for each was carried out. Analysis summaries are presented
in Tables 1l-15. An overal-l- F for the anarysis of variancecovariance is given with the probabirity for rejecting the
nulr hypothesis" The F value is cafcul-ated on the basis of
Type IV su¡'Íì of squares. This is a conservative test in
which the particular effect is added to the equation last"
The variance accounted for by the previous effects has been
partialed out.
The univariate analysis of Attraction is summarized in
Table 11.
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TABLE 1]-

univariate Analysis of Attraction under schizophrenic
Patient Stimulus
+

I

-------

Source of Variance

-----+ --+------ -+----+-------+-----+
ldf I S.S. lF lProb. lR sq.

Covaríate/Indep. VariabLes
Error

I

I2 4398.33
43 6s23 "79

Source of Variance

I

Attraction Covariance
(ltron-schiz. )
Presentation Sequence
lSchool of Nursing
I

Actor

Attachme nt
AB

Tolerance Ambigu ity
Tolerance Amb. X Attachment
AB X Attachrnent
AB X Tolerance Arnb.
AB X Tolerance Amb. X Attachment

ALPHA < O.O5

** ALPTIA < O.01

I

I

2

1
2

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
l_

0.01** |

"42

lType IV
ldf I s"s.

l_

I

0.40

I

I
I

F

230.23 1.52
1899.19 12 .52* *
363.38 1.20
977.54 6.44**
23.93 0.l-6
92.99 0 .61
10 .04
0.46
979.24 6.45**
47 .69
0.31
152.83 1.01
62"48 0.41

ll

lProb,
0.22
0.001
0.3 1
0. 01
0.6 9
0.4 3

0.50
0 .01
0.57
0.32
0 -52

-------+ -------+-----+

I
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The resurts indicate that the effects specified are
significantly related to Attraction (F=2.42, df *12,43,
ALPIIA< .01- ). The val-ue of R sguared indicates that 4}eo of
the variance of Attraction scores is accounted for by the
effects.
Examination of the table shows a significant Presentation
Sequence effect (F=12.52, ALPHA < .01 ) and a significant
Actor effect (F=6"44, ALPHA < .01). The degree of the
guasi-therapistrs attraction to the schizophrenic patient
depended upon whether he was viewed first or second in the
sequence . The guas i-therapist rs attract ion to the sch izophrenic "patient" l{as afso rnediated by which actor pJ-ayed
the ro1e.
A s ignif icant Tolerance of Ambigu ity X Attachrnent
interaction is indicated (F=6,45, ALPftA <.0I).
The
guasi-therapistrs attraction to the schizophrenic patient
depends on their

level of Attachment and Tolerance of
Ambiguity. Hypothesis 7b appears to be supported.
The univariate analysis of the GSR Deflection Totals is
summarized in Table 12.
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TABLE 12

Univariate Analysis of

GSR

Deflection Totals

Schizophrenic Patient Stimulus

under

+-- ----------+ --+--------+ --- -+ -----+-----+
Source of Variance
I
ldf I s"s. lF
lProb. lR sct.
Cova

I

I

ríaLe/Indep. Variables
Error

Source

of

I2 L2356 "9 4 r"76 0.09

Variance

Deflection Covariate
Presentation Sequence
Schoo1 of lJurs ing
Actor
GSR

Attacment
IAB
I

Tolerance

Ambigu

ity

Tole rance Amb . X At tachr¡e nt
IAB X Attachment
IAB X Tolerance Amb.
IAB X Tolerance Amb.X Attachment
I

ALPHA < O.

**

O5

ALPHA < O. O1

7038.

33

I
2
I
l
I
l
I
I
I
l

28723.63
16897.82
1110

0.39

B4

I lType IV
ldf I s.s.
1

I

0.

19

I49.29

22525.39
4564.63
12865.33
19682.99

5.4s
8.50

t3BBB.72

I

F

I

.08*
.40
0.79
0.02
3.20
0.65
1.83
4
2

2.80
0 " 00

0.00

r.97

ttProb.

I

0.05
0.13
0.46
O.BB

0.08
.42
0.18
0"10
0 .97
0 .97
0

0

.16

I
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The results indicate that the effects of interest are not

significantry related to csR Deflection Totals. The csR
Deflection covariate is significantry reLated to the
dependent variabl_e ( F=4 .08, ALPHA < .05 ) . Thus a large
proportion of the variance of the dependent variable is
accounted for by the covariate.

The univariate analysis of GSR peaks is summarizeci in
Table 13. There is a significant relationship between the
independent variable and GSR peaks. (F=3 .02, ALPHA < .005 ) .
The independent variables and covariate account for szz of
the variance of GSR Peaks.
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TABLE 13

Univariate Analysis of
+

I

-------

GSR Peaks

Source of Variance

under Schizophrenic Patient
Stimulus

--- ---+--+--------+----+ -----+ -----+
ldf I S.S. lF lProb.lR sq.l

I

Covaríate/Indep. Variables
Error
I
I

I

I

Source

GSR

I2

of Variance

Peaks Covariate

Presentation Seguence
School of lJursing
Actor
Attachment
IAB

lToJ.erance Ambiguity
lTolerance Amb. X Attachment
IAB X Attachment
IAB X Tolerance Amb,
IAB X Tolerance Amb. X Attachment

<
** ALPHA <
ALPHA

O.05
O"O]

1306 "24 3 "02 0"005 0 "52

1189.68

33

I lType IVI
ldf I s.s.
I

I
1
2
1

I
I
I
l_

1

l
I

526 .58

96.22
91.05
5.86
36.08
62.01
54.74
158.33
0.02
0.001
58.93

F

I
I Prob.

r4.61** 0.0006
2.61

r.26
0.l_6

1.00

I.12
7.52

4.39*
0.00
0.00

t.63

0.11_

.29
0.68
0.32
0.19
0.22
0.04
0.98
rì oo
0

0.2I

I
I

6B

The table indicates that the GSR peaks covariate is
significantly reLated to the dependent variable (F=14,61,
ALPIIA < .0I ) " The Tolerance of AmbiEu ity X Attachnent
interact ion was found to be signif icant ( F=4 " 39, ALpHA
< .05 ) . Hypothes is 7 .a appears to be supported.
Trends are indicated for Presentation Sequence, AB and
Tolerance of Ambiguity effectsr âs well as for the three way
i

nteract ion .

The sumrTìary of the univariate analysis of Total Words
recalled is presented in Table 14. There is a significant
rel"ationship between the dependent variable and the
independentvariab1esandcoVariate(F__2.I7|ALPHA<
However, this is accounted for by the covariate (F=13.80,
ALPHA

interest present.
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TABLE 14

univariate Analysis of Total words Recarled under
Schizophrenic Patient Stimulus
+

I

---- ---

Cova

I

I

-------+ --+---- -__+____+ _-_ __+ _____+
Source of Variance
ldfl S.S. I F lProb.lR sq.l

riaLe/T-ndep. Variables
Error

Source of Variance

TotaL Words Covariate
Presentation Sequence
School of llursing
I Actor
lAttachment
IAB

ToJ-e ra nce Amb igu i ty
lTolerance Amb. X Attachment
IAB X Attachment
IAB X Tolerance Amb.
IAB X Tolerance Amb. X AttachI

I

ment

* ALPHA < O.O5
** ALPHA <0.01

I2 387 5 "37 2 .I7
43 1784.91

I lrypelv
ldf I s.s.
1

I

2
1

I
I
I
l
l
I
l

24624

.55

243.92
3315.1s

I92.29

I
I

0.03

F

0.37

I
I

Prob.

13.80** 0.0006
0.14
0.93
0.11

0.l4
0.09
0.0I

254.37
165.62
10.51
1910.6L
2.54
1667.88

1.07
0"00
0.93

148.86

0.08,

0.71
0.40
0.74
0.70
0.76
0.93
0.30
0 .97
0.33

0.77

------+

I
I
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The univariate anaJ-ysis of the Total_ correctly Recalled
Phrases is summarized in Table 15 " The resul-ts inclÍcate

there is a significant relationship between the dependent
variable and covariate-independent variables (p=2"4r, ALPHA
{.0r ) . The covariate-independent variabl-es account f or 4 0a
of the variance of Total CorrectJ.y Recalled phrases.
Table t5 aLso indicates a significant covariate effect
(p=8"00, ALPHA (.01) and seguence Effect (F=3.84¡ ALpilA
<.05).

An Attachment main effect is al-so present (F=4.06¡
ALPHA <.05) and a trend for a Tolerance of Ambiguity effect
(

¡

< .08 ) .
the guas i-therapistr

F=3 .11

ALPHA

Total Correctly Recalled phrases
depended upon whether she is high or l-ow in Attachrnent. The
Total Recalled Phrases mean for high Attachment is 6.57 ,
while for Low Attachment it is 7.60. Thus the high
Attachment quasi-therapist correctry recalls less than the
Low Attachrnent quas i-therapist.

7I
TABLE 15

univariate Analysis of Total- correctl,y Recalled phrases
under Schizophrenic patient Stimulus
+

I

-------

Source of Variance

Cova

I

I

-

-- ---+--+ -------+----+-- -- -+--____+
ldf I S.S" I F lProb. lR scl.

ríaLe/Indep " Variables

Error

Source

of

I

I2
43

Variance

RecalLed Phrases Covariate

Presentation Seguence
School of lJursing
I Actor
lAttachment
IAB

Tolerance Àmbigu ity
Tolerance Amb. X Attachment
IAB X Attachment
IAB X Tolerance Amb.
IAB X Tolerance Amb. X Attachment

<
** ALPHA <
ALPHA

O.05
O.O1

3Bs.B0 2"4r
572.'7 4

0.01

I lrype IVI
ldf I s.s.

F

I

l
I

106 " 59
5l_. 13

2

4.34
8.15
54.03
9.02

I
l
I
I
l
I
1
l

7

4I.45
6.37
9.84
0.41

13.32

8.00**

3.84*
2.19
0.61
4.06*
0.68
3.11
0.48
0.74
0.03
1.00

0.40

I
I

Prob.

0.007
0.0s
0.07
0.43
0.0s
0.41
0.08
0.49
0.39
0.86
0.32

-----+

I
I
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The multivariate analysis and the univariate anaJ_ysis of

Attraction and Total Correctly Recallecl Phrases indicated
significant
Presentation sequence effects.
Table r6
i nd i cates the dependent variable means and sequence of
presentation of the "patient', video tapes,
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TABLE

]-6

The Reration Between the Dependent variable fleans and the
Sequence

of Presentatiion of patient Stimuli

+------I
+------I
Variable
I
+------Attraction*
GSR deflection Totals
GSR Peaks
Total Recall words
Total Correctly Recalled
*
Phrases

* Significant difference

---+
Sequence
--+-----------+---+
Sch iz . llJon-sch iz .- |
I Schiz. I Non-Schiz.
--+-----------+---+
I

|
I

59.78

I44.33

15.2
87.75

70.46
166.0
16.15
106.25

.32

6.85

7
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The quasi-therapist is significantry more attracted to
the schizophrenic "patient" when that patient is presented
f irst rather than second. There is a trend to r:ìore
autonomic arousaL as reflected by GSR when the schizophrenic
patient is presented first.
The quasi-therapist tends to write down a greater member
of words in response to the recal-l- task ¡¡hen the sch izophrenic patient was viewed first, as opposed to second.
However, the quasi-therapist's correctly recalled phrases

would increase if the schizophrenic "patient" !üas viewed
last as opposed to first.
The murtivariate anaJ.ysis and univariate analyses of
Attraction and GSR peaks indicated significant rolerance of
Ambiguity X Attachment interaction effect. There was a
trend inclicated for the other dependent variables.
The dependent variable cell means for the 2 x 2 Tolerance
of Ambiguity X Attachment interaction are shown in Tables r7
through 2I.
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TABLE 17

Means of

Attraction Scores in the Attachrnent X Tolerance of
Ambiguity I nte ra ct ion

Attachment

+---+-------+-------+
I I Hi I Lo
+ ---+-------+-------+
Tolerance of lHi | 64 "28 I 67"33
+ ---+---- ---+-------+
Ambiguity lLo I 66.33 I ss.7l+ ---+-------+- ---- --+
I

I

I

TABLE

lleans of

GSR Def

]-B

lection Scores in the Attachment X Tolerance
of Ambiguity I nteract ion
Attachment

+---+-------+----- --+
llHi
lLol
+---+-------+-------+
Tolerance of lHi l190.B3 1163.88
+---+-------+-------+
Ambigu ity
lLo 1168.00 | 69.85
+---+-------+-------+
I

I
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TABLE 19

lleans of

GSR Peaks Scores in the Attachment
Ambigu ity I ntera ct ion
At ta chme

X

Tolerance of

nt

---+-------+------ -+
I I Hi I Lo
+ ---+-------+ -------+
Tolerance of lHi I 17.0 ¡ 17.0
+ ---+-------+-------+
Ambiguity lLo | 16.1s | 10.14
+ ---+-------+-------+
+

I

I

I

TABLE 20

Means of Total- Words Recalled Scores in the Attachment
Tole rance of Ambiguity Interaction
At ta chrne nt

---+-------+-------+
I I Hi I Lo
+---+-------+-------+
Tolerance of lHi 1120.14 | 89.04
+---+-------+-------+
Ambigu ity
lLo | 93.14 lI09.28
+---+-------+-------+
+

I

I

I

X

11

TABLE 2I

l'leans of Total Correctly Recalled phrases Scores in the
Attachment X Tolerance of Ambiguity fnteraction
At ta chme nt

+---+-------+- ---- --+
I I Hi I Lo
+ ---+-------+---- ---+
Tole rance of lHi | 5.28 I 7.0
+---+-------+-------+
Amb igu ity
lLo I 7.0 I 9"42
+---+-------+ -------+
I

I

I

Table 17 indicates that quasi-therapist attraction to the
schizophrenic "patient" increases if the quasi-therapist is

either high on one of Attachment or Tolerance of Ambiguity
or high on both. The csR measures indicated in Tables lB
and r9 behave in a sirnilar way. rf the subject is hÍgh on
eÍther or both of Attachment and Tolerance of Ambiguity,
then she responds with increased GSR activity.
These,
however are trends.
Table 20 indicates a trend that subjectrs who are high on
both Tolerance of Ambiguity and Attachment have the largest
word count on the recall task. The word count decreases if
either of the variables is low.
The results in Tabl-e 2L indicate that subjectrs low on
Tolerance of Ambiguity and Attachrnent correctly recalL more
of what the schizophrenic "patient" said than subject's who
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are h igh on e ither or both of these variables " Th is
interaction effect was not statistically
significant.
However, the hypothesis ( 7 "c ) predicted that the reverse
would occur. That isr subjects who were high on both
variables would correctly recall more of the text than
subjects who were low on these variables.

CHAPTER TV
DI SCUSS I OI]

There were several- hypotheses made as to the resul_ts of
this study. The first hypothesis v¡as that the guasi-thera-

pists would be more attracted to, experience l-ess anxiety r
and recal l- rnore verbal material- in response to the nonschizophrenic "patient" as compared to the schizophrenic
"patient". rt was arso hypothesized that A type quasi-therapistsr âs conpared to B type, would be rnore attracted to,
experience less anx iety, and recal-1 nnore material in
response to the schizophrenic "patient". similar hypotheses
were proposed for the high versus low Attachrnent quasi-therapist as well as the high versus low Arnbiguity Tolerant
quasi-therapist.
The finat set of hypotheses proposed
invoLved interactions between the independant variabl-es.
Quasi-therapist who were high Attached and high Ambiguity
Tolerantr âs opposed to low Attached and Jow Ambiguity
Tolerant, would be more attracted to, experience l-ess
anxiety and recall- more material in response to the
schizophrenic "patient". similar hypothesis were formulated
for the Attachment x AB and Ambigu ity Tolerant x AB
i nteract ions

.
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The hypothesis that the quasi-therapists in this analogue

woul-d respond differentially
to the schizophrenic and
non-schizophrenic "patients" was supported. As a group, the
quasi-therapists experienced more attraction to and liking

for

the nonschizophrenic "patient" as opposed to the
schizophrenic "patient". These guasi-therapists experienced
significantly more anxiety, as measured by the GSR, when
viewing the tape of schizophrenic "patient" as comparecl to
the non-schizophrenic "patient". The cumula tive anxiety
leveÌ as well as the frequency of heightened anxiety was
significantly
greater when viewing the schizophrenic
t'patient" tape.
The quasi-therapists vrere able to recarl- significantly
more of what the non-schizophrenic "patient" said. rt can

be considered that the total member of words the subject
wrote down in response to the recall- task refrects the
subjectrs perception of what she was able to recarl. Thus,
the subject felt that she could recall- more of what the
non-schizophrenic "patient" said. The objective neasure of
recall was the number of phrases correctly recarled. The
quasi-therapist was abre to correctry recalÌ significantly
more of what was spoken by the non-schizophrenic "patient".
Thusr the guasi-therapists were ¡nore attracted to,
experienced less anxiety, and vrere able to recarl more of
the spoken material when viewing the non-schizophrenic
"patient" as opposed to viewing the schizophrenic ,'patient".

Bl_

The quasi-therapists, as a group, were rnore avoidant of the

schizophrenic "patient". This resurt supported the clinical
literature cited earlier which pointed to the difficulty in
working with these patients.
The multivariate analysis indicated a Tol-erance of
Ambiguity x Attachment interaction effect for the Attraction, GSR and Recall measures as a set. This result
suggests the therapist variables, Tolerance of Ambiguity and
Attachment, do pray an important mediating rol-e in the
therapist responses measured in this study. The interaction

of Tolerance of Ambigu ity and Attachrnent differential Iy
effect therapisst attraction to, anxiety 1eve1, and verbalrecall when viewing a schizophrenic',patient,' talking. This
resurt pointed in the direction of confirmation of one of
the hypotheses of this study.
univariate analyses were employed to examine this
interaction for each of the dependent measures"
The hypotheses that quasi-therapist attraction for the
sch izophrenic "patient" was mediated by a Tolerance of
Ambiguity X Attachment interaction vJas supported. euasitherapists, who are highly tolerant of ambiguity and high
attachmentr experience more attraction to the schizophrenic
"patient" than quasi-therapists who are low on these
va riables .
The interactions for the GSR measures did not support the
hypotheses. The results were opposite to those predicted.
Although only a trend, guasi-therapists who were highLy
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Tolerant of Ambiguity and highj.y Attached experienced a
greater cumulative level of anxiety than guasi-therapists
who brere low on these two variable.

ity

The high Tolerant of

and h igh Ly Attached guas i-therap ists a Lso
experienced a greater freguency of heightened anxiety when
watching the schizophrenic "patient" as compared to the l-ow
Tolerant of Ambiguity and 1ow Attachment quasi-therapist.
The analyses indicated trends toward a Tolerance of
Ambiguity x Attachment interaction for the Recall variabl-es.
The high Arnbiguity Tolerant and high Attachnent quasi-therapist tended to produce a higher word count on the recall
task than the Jow Ambiguity Torerance and row Attachment
quasi-therapist.
However, high Anbiguity Tolerant ancì
Attachment therapists correctJ.y recalled Ìess of what the
schizophrenic "patient" said than low Ambiguity Tolerant and
Attachment therapists.
Th is
suggests that the h iqh
Ambiguity Torerant and Attachment quasi-therapist perceived
herself as being able to recal-L more and thus write down a
greater number of words than the low Ambiguity Tolerant and
Attachment guasi-therapist, but objectively, the opposite
was true. The h igh Ambigu ity Tolerance and Attachrnent
guasi-therapist correctly recalled Less of what the
schizophrenic "patient" said than the low Arnbiguity Tolerant
and Attachment quasi-therapist
These mixed interaction results may be due to severalAmbigu

cau ses .
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The smalI sample s ize may have resulted in a biased
sample in terms of Attachment, Tolerance of Ambiguity ancl
AB" This connotation is suggested by the results of a
factor analysis of the variables. These three independent
variables load on one factor, while they manifestly neasure
di fferent dimens ions.
I t is poss ible that the srna I I
correl-ation between Attachment and AB can be accounted for
by recalling that Attachment is related to a propensity to
form relationships with others and one of the dimensions of
the AB variable is a "people
orientation" (Seidnan,
GoLding, Hogan & LeBo\,,/, I974). However, the resufts found
that Tolerance of Ambiguity correlates moderately with
Attachment is not easily understood. It may be thdt these
correlations are resultant from a sampling bias. The bias
may be a homogeneity across these independent variables.
A smaLl sample size also results in a small nurnber who
score in the extremes of the independent variabl-es. Use of
a median spÌ it technique r âs vras done in this study, wouJ-d
tend to confound responses of subjects who score near the
r¡edian with those who score at the extremes.
The nature of the anxiety¡ âs measured by the CSR needs
further clarification.
It may be that the GSR measures
refÌect an inverse U relationship between performance and
GSR. The high cSR measures obtained in this studyr ilay be
indicative of optimal involvement and performance, and rnuch
threat
higher GSR measures would be indicative of
response
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Another possible source of confounding may be the nature
of the Attachment variabl-e itself.
rnitial validation

studies suggest that high Attachment scores ¡pay be indicative of the insecure, cringing individual (sha¡le & Broadsky,
t9Bl ) " This high Attachment individual would tend to seek
out, but for¡n anxiety laden relationships. ?he resul-ts of
the interaction effects discussed above tend to support this
view. High Attachment guasi-therapist tended to experience
more anxiety J-istening to the schizophrenic'patient" than
low Attachment quas i-therapists.
A moderate attachment
i.eve I may be optimal. Another study would b€ requ ired to
exa¡nine this.
Ilypotheses dealing with main effects for Tolerance of
Ambigu ity and Attachment were not supported. This nay
indicate that these variable in themselves are not powerfulpredictors of the responses measured. onry i-n interaction
do their effects become evident. Small sample size woul_d
Iimit the probability of detecting small effects.
The hypotheses involving the AB variable as a main effect
or in interaction effects were not supported. These resul-ts
do not lend support to the positive AB literature (Razin,
I977|" These resuLts may be due to several- factors. The
vast majority of AB variable studies have used males as
subjects. For a female to be defined as an A type or B type
might require different cutting score on the A-B sca1e" The
A-B scale does appear to have a rnasculinity-feminity
dimension (Seidman, Goldding, Hogan & LeBow, 19'74). The
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shifting of feminine roles and interests, as well as
mascur ine roles and interests,
further confounds the
def inition of "A-B ness " , Heaton, carr and Hampson ( r9 75 )
have pointed out the difficuJ-ty of finding B type therapists, that is, therapists who would score high on the
printer and mathematics-science teacher scales of the strong
Vocational Interest Blank.
An unexpected finding vras that the responses of the
quasi-therapist for the schizophrenic "patient" differed,
depending upon whether this patient was viewed first

The quasi-therapists felt more attracted to,
experienced more anxiety and tended to write down more for
the recal-l task when the schizophrenic "patient" was viewed
first.
Howevêrr correct recal-l was greater when the
schizophrenic "patient" was observed tast. rt appears that
this may be related to a kind of practice effect. Having no
basis for comparison, the subject wourd tend to respond with
greater attraction, anxiety and perhaps subjective recal1
when confronted with the first video tape. When the
schizophrenic "patient" appeared last, there wouLd be less
anxiety, compared to the other sequence, and thus the
subject night objectivery perforrn better on the recarL task.
In sufimârtr then, a number of interesting findings have
emerged from this study" euasi-therapists, as a whole,
tended to "avoid" the schizophrenic "patient" in comparison
to the non-schizophrenic "patient". There is support for
Ias

t.

or
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the notion that rolerance of Ambiguity in conjunction with
Attachment are significant predictors of therapist response
to a schizophrenic patient. rn addition, the high Ambiguity
ToLerant and a Attachment "therapist" experiences more
attraction or liking and subjectively feels that she can
recall more with the schizophrenic "patient,'than the low
Ambiguity Tolerant and Attachment "therapist".
Future studies could provide a clearer picture of the
complexities of the quasi-therapist responses. A larger
sample size would increase the power of the statistical
analyses as well as permit tercile splitting, into high,
medium and low levels of the independent variables. This
would permit detecting non-linear relationships, and would
be particularly important in the case of the Attachment
variable. A cLarification of what GSR level corresponds to
a threat or fear response is aLso needed.
A repl ication of the present study ¡ using maLes as
sub jects, would be desirable. This would be particularJ.y
important in view of this study I s negative f indings
conce rni ng the A-B va ri able .
I,los t of the A-B vari able
research has used males as therapists or in the role of
quasi-therapists, and it would be of interest to determine
if the present negative A-B findings would repJ-icate. It
would áIso be possible to determine if any of the other
findings or trends in the data presented here are SEX
rel ated

.
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On the basis of this study, several suggestions can be
made concerning the selection of "helping" professional-s who

would be working with schizophrenic patients" The suggestions are tentative, since the stucìy emphasized a therapy
analogue and results were based on react ions to a f irst
meeting with a schizophrenic patient.
Two characteristics would seem to be of some importance

in selecting therapists to work with schizophrenic patients.
Those individuals who have hacl a history of forming
pos it ive, secure attachments to others, as opposed to
non-attachrnent or cJ-inging, dependent attachments, woul-d
appear to potentially capable of maintaining a positive
rel-ationship with the schizophrenic patient. rn a related
study, Vandenbos and Karon (1971) found that therapists,
whose TATrs v¡ere rated as to the degree they would use
others to satisfy their olrn needs, who put the needs of
their patients first were more effective with schizophrenics.
The second characteristic of importance woul-d appear to
be the therapistrs tolerance of ambiguity. Those therapists
who were highly tolerant of arnbiguity would tend to approach
the ambiguous, vol-atile schizophrenic rather than retreat
from him or her. It would appear that therapists who
possessed both of these qualities would be most l ikeJ-y to
form a rel-ationship with the schizophrenic and perhaps
maintain it.
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MOITOLOGUE

9B

ee1 good, l-00t, I rm more relaxed " Vle11, I was in a
wât r but it was on account of what i,\¡as going oDr and I
jumped it. "... that's mainly the way it was..... my foreman

I

f

wasn't at his best, and he was worrying after, ahern, weJ_I he
cane back before, it was after llew Years that he was
supposed to lay off and...and started you know, acting
different towards tn€r but it didnrt seem to make any
dif ference to him, he just seerned to be his old self , he
said if I were the foreman, he'd do it the way, way I want
it done"..and that's how it went from then on until they
ordered me off the road altogether, they told me to pack up
and get out... but f havenrt lost my job or anything, I
still have my job, but they, they have to get rne of f " " .
weII, he, he got to the point where he, he had one or two of
the men, he had them at âh, well, to put it the way he put
it, he said, eh, you, you fix that guy up and I'm with you
when f I you do it. .... I was sitting there when he said it
to him, and he figured that I couLdn't hear hin, he figured
that I didnrt know what he h/as talking about... because I'm
not a1ert, that saved him boy. It was about as far as here
to the doorway..." it wasn't actuaj-ly a whisper, it was just
the way he said it to him... he said it under his breath and
for me not to hear and he said that I never caught on to
it " . . and there was other people that \^7ere. . . that were
interested in this, and they \uere lined up and they heard it
all, they heard the same thing, too.."oâñd they werentt even
near there, they werentt even near the traÍLer or nothing'
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and they, they picked the same thing up. . . . it r,vas through
the llounted Police Force... and the trick-off was as werl,
if you know what that is....
the trick office, that's how

they picked it up.." its right here in Winnipeg..". it's al
it's a metar work office, they're a1l metal work people
thatrs in there. ".. r couLdn't up and tell you everything
they did. . . but they're trick and board across canada,
theyrre trick and board across canada, theyrre trick and
board as welf....tripping board.... that's the work they do,
r canrt eh, r canrt just up and tell you everything about
it, because rrm not supposed to know everything
cause
itrs, itrs with the poJ.ice force anyway, r can telJ- you that
much, if that would help cÌear me. . . . . that's their work,
theyrre not spying on nobody, thatts their workr ... I don't
know what they do, r canrt tell ya that.." cause that's a
secret,
they donrt play tricks on nobody, but, they're,
theyrre a porice force. . . . theytre a metar work police
force...they're llanitalerc, you know, they're llanitalercr'
you know what that means?....r wonrt go into speJ-J-ing it
because r think you know what that is...they're supposed to
help people out, not get rid of themr...they're not out to,
to' to do people harm....rt was just what r^¡as going on on
the road, thatrs how they got onto me. . . they werenrt
watching rr€r they !'¡ere herping Dêr they werenrt watching
tlìê - o . . .when things go so bad, they had to step in, welJ-,
thatrs how r found out, rrm not supposed to say who it was,
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or who the ones v\rere that vrere in this. . . if r do, r rm going
against them
r've been a painter for the company for
twenty years. there I s onJ-y the f oreman that r , that r ever
had any trouble with, he's the only one....the rest of them,
wel1, r mean it I s, , they never ever went out to make troubl_e

with you, not like he did anyway,...he did it right from the
start, about six years a9o, that's how long it is, and then
r was away fron home for a whiJ.e, r was working around there
for somebody el-se, and he stir.r. had somebody eLse poured
onto rì€r too, said his story was true, and there was nobody
else wourd change it, and thatts how it's been, itrs been
nothing eLse but blackmail, and, it courd be that stupidity,
thatrs all it's been
r think you understand what that
is, and he said that if r had a house and if he courcì, if he
could work it his way that he'd have ¡ne buggered up so that,
weJ-1, r had nothing when he h/as through with me. . . . he was
pranning that r'd Lose everything r 'd be kicked off the
road, r woul-dn I t have a home when he was through, that vras
his, his aim.... c.. I didnrt khow about it until thing got
so bad that he, he took a train across canada... Just the
day after lJew Years, r got the train out of portage La
Prairie and r went to coverletrs Junction and cane back
again, I should say, I didnrt come back on my own, I had to
come back through them. ". they had me trip over a stout...He
had a letter about me in the Trick office, that would,ve
hung anybody if he couldrve made it stick, but it never
stuck... r guess he told everybody that he could about his
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storyr never when rrm there though..." sometimes r can hear
hinn talking.." it depends on about how far he is".. how far
he is from me before I can pick him up.... sometimes just
from one building to another.... because by that time he
isn't talking to himself, hers letting another one know
right out what hers doing to me.... c. After the Trick
Company kicked me out across Canada, thatrs when it started
to get worse, they sent me out, I went up and up and gone, I
wasn't even supposed to cone back again... but I can't say
noth ing abou t th is, becau se th is is a, a h igh poJ_ i shed
secret... I canrt say anything more about it.". that what it
was at a high polished secret across Canada.
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Better than yesterday.... yesterday r was thinking about
angero o oI wanted to get the anger out....I rve no patienceo o or vJas thinking, Ìetrs get the anger out. r rd been
thinking about it all evening, about how, about how to go
about doing it.."There's things that r didn't rearty reaLize
that r was angry about".. therers things that r didn't
really realize that r wa angry about...there's stilr anger
about my job. " . there I s anger about my f ar,rily, and a lot of
anger at myself....about loosing my job. why did it have to
happen to me. Tbe way r see it...
all these problems at
work and sort of.., with my family, these angry fee1ing..
they sort of started off. .. came out when we got a ne\{
supervisor
the anger r have for the supervisor, r...
sort of... misdirected towards other staff mernbers... and, r
imagine, towards rny f ami1y....when I rm realIy uptight, fry
head is really closed in, and...as soon as r l-et some anger
outr...I
feel it, just, just Leave...the tension just
disappears... but r dontt seem to have the patience.... r
want it to happen aLl at oncer get everything out...,alL the
anger....thatrs what r woul-d like....r know that it doesnrt
happen that way. The rear reason why r lost my job is
communication"...thatts a fairJ.y wide area
but, I
courdnrt taLk to my supervisor at all....
there were very
few words said.... and, âh, r resented him telring me what
to do... r was stubborn.... r wouldn't do what he told
me.""r always had excusês.ooo r felt that soon he wouLd get
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off my back",.. I'd been with the company a 1ong tine... I
was like a foreman.....had the other guys sort of under
me.."".they were supposed to do as r said.....r never really
did tell them what to do., r was never bossy like... get
that work doen before you go on your break....that never
took place.. " a lot of tirnes, I felt like saying it" ".. but,
r guess' r kept it in... r didn't want them to get mad at
me " . . r sort of knew that they were wasting a lot of time
and not doing the work right. " . . .and, I don, t I still
couldnrt tel1 them anything. There was no trouble until the
new supervisor came....it took him only a week before he got
on my back. He said my crew was the sÌowest in the plant...
and then on top of that, he started giving me extra jobs. .I
had these angry feelings, butr... I din't say anything to
him.....
it got to the point where I coul-dn't sleep well at
night... the job was always on my mind... and yet, I didn't
do anything about it.....didn't
say anything. lty wif e kept
on asking me what was wrong.." but, I couldn't tell her.. I
didnrt like her asking me.."Ird just get more tense. I got
to where I was tense all day at work...ooI didn't like going
there anymore..n.f started phoning in sick when I coul-dnrt
face it. The supervisor talked tome about it" .. but I felt
this anger inside me. o...and I couldntt say anything. I
wanted to, but r just coul-dn I t. rt got to where my stonach
was in knots whenever r saw him. At first, r tried as best
f could.... but nothing I did seemed to satisfy him. He was
just like ny father.,. nothing I did was ever good enough.
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IIe didnrt seem to pick on anyone else that way....r don,t
think he liked me from the beginning.... the other guys
didnrt seem to mind him....never said anything about
him"...oonever coriplained to me about hirn.... so r never
felt right about saying anything".. but, I wanted to. I
just got more uptight all the time.... rt got to the point
where r coufdnrt even say a word to him.".. r was feeling
this tension and anger.....r tried to avoid him as much as r
couJ-d, but he was at the plant every day.... Every once in a
while, he would ask me what vras wrong... but, ah, I couLdn,t
teLl him about a1l this pressure r was feel-ing.....r
couldnrt keep going to work, r got up and started for
work... I mean't to 90, I really did.... but when I got
therer...r didnrt know...r just coul-dn't bring myself to go
in...r would just drive by and then phone in sick. r was
worried about loosing my job... But r just courdnrt seem to
do anything about it.
r didn't even let my wife know that r
spent the day driving around and drinking coffee. ".. r was
call-ed into the of f ice a few times about my sick time... r
knew that r shoul-d do something about it. .. but r just felt
tense and angry..." After the last time r was called into
the office.o.oe r didn't rnake it in to work for a whole
week... r felt that if r went there, r $ras going to blow
up. . . ¡ly wif e f inally got me to go, and, when r got there r
was tord that r no longer had a job" r didn't say anything
to the supervisor even then. rf r started... r would just
blow up.....arl the times that he complained to me about not
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doing ny job right. ".. that was just too much to take...
what did he expect of me anyway.... r never had much troubÌe
with a supervisor before. somehow he just got to me...he
didn't rike me. That happened about three weeks ago... r
havenrt found another job yet.., r keep looking, but its
hard right now
sometime r don't even feel l_ike going,
but, ah, we have bi1ls...and, ah, I,m beconing nore
irritable at home. some of the things that my wife does are
beginning to get on my nerves.... r never say anything... r
just feel the tension and anger inside....
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t0B
SY¡1PTOIl CHECKLI ST

Rater

Segme

nt

For the video segment that you have just viewed, please
indicate the presence or absence of the listed symptoms, by
circling yes or no.

l.

(a) Delusions.....

yes

no

yes

no

) Hallucinations (visual )

yes

no

(d) Hallucinations (other)....

yes

no

yes

no

yes

nO

"

yes

no

o

yes

no

(b) Hallucinations
(

c

(auditory)....

oe..o

2. Crazy thinking and/or thought disorder.
Any of the following:
(a

) Bizarre thinking".

.

(b) Autism or grossly unreaÌistic private
though

t

. o c o o o c o c. . o o . o . . . o . . .

(c) Looseness of association, illogicaI
thinking, overinclusion,o..o
(d)

Blocking..

o

c.

c

o. o. ô. o.,...

c

o......

o.

oo

r_

) Concreteness

yes

(f ) Dereal-ization".

yes

(

e

(g

) Depersonal-ization

09

yes

3. Inappropriate affect

yes

4. Confusion

yes

5. Paranoid ideation (seIf-referential
thinking, suspiciousness)..........

no

)

c.....

yes

6. Catatonic behavior
(a) Excitement..c....

(c) lJaxy flexibility...e
(d

.o..

) llegativism.

(f ) Echo1aIia,
(g

e..o.

"

"

a o o o o c e e o o a c co

ô o a a a oc

o a e ...

) Stereotyped motor activityo ..... o..

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no
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D

llt
Draw circle around L if that itern interests you.
Draw

a circle around r if you are indifferer¿t to that iten.

Draw

a circle arouncl D if you distike that item.

llork rap id ly .
all iter.ls.

Your first

Actor
Arch i

tect

Auto llechanic
Bu

C

ilding Contractor

arpe

nter

impressions are desired.

Ansrver

L

D

L

D

L

D

L

D

L

El-ectrical Engineer

L

D

Factory I'lanager

L

D

Lawyer, Criminal

L

D

I*larine Engineer

L

D

I'lechanical Engineer

L

D

Photoengraver

L

D

Politician

L

D

IT2

iLer

L

D

Ships Officer

L

D

L

D

L

D

Manual- Training

L

D

llechanical Drawing

L

D

Hunting

L

D

Bridge

L

D

Reta

Specialty
Toolmake

Sal_esman

r

H

is tory

L

iterature

Art Galleries

D

Picnics

L

D

SociaI Problems tfovies

L

D

L

D

llaking a Radio or Hi-Fi

SEt

Repairing Electrical Wiring

D

Cabinet llaking

L

Adjusting a Carburator

L

D

Handling Horses

L

D
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Look i

ng a t

Sh

LID

op l'1 i ndow s

Entertaining Others

LID

Conservative People

LID

Emotional People

LID

Fore igners

LID

Have ltlechanicaJ. Ingenu itY

Yes

?

lJo

Yes

?

ltro

Put Drive into the Organization.

Yes

?

llo

People often disappoint

True

False

I think I would like the kind of
work a forest ranger does

True

False

f like mechanics

True

False

True

Fa l-se

True

False

(

Inventiveness

)

Can Correct Others lJithout

Giving Offense,

me.

magazines

I t does not bother me that I am not

better looking.
fn school, I was sometimes sent to
the principal for cutting up.
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Attachment ScaLe
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1r5
ll arne :

lÍarital Status:

Age:

Sex:

1

iving together

I'larried

going steady

divorced or separated

no steady date or special friend

If married or J.iving together for how long?
If separated or divorced for how J-ong?
If going steady for how long?
if dating casually:

I ) Did you ever go steady?

2) For how long?
3

)

How

long ago did

you

break off?

t¡OTE: Loved one ref ers to someone with whorn you are
romanticaJ. Iy involved.

llhat are the most important things about having
loved one?

How do

you feel when youtre with your loved one?

llho is happier?

a

l_

a)

those who have a loved one or

b)

those who

don I t

t6

have a loved one

What do you feeL is the most important condition of
human happiness?

Do the merits of not having a lovecl one outweigh
those of having a loved one in terms of:

t)

responsibilÍty yes or

2)

lack of freedom yes or

3)

having to compromise yes or

no
no
no

The questionnaire describes typical situations that
happen to a1l of us.

Pl.ease mark your answers in

response to these situations as you think they
describe how you would react. You would mark your
answer in such a way as to indicate what is true
about you, what you do, or what you wouLd do.
1)

If your loved one had to go away for a week-end without
you, would you feel depressed? 1) not at all 2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4l frequently 5
)

always.
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2)

If your loved one had lunch with a person or friend of
the opposite sex, would you be upset? 1) not at all
2) inf requently 3 ) sornewhat 4 ) quite upset 5
very upset,
)

3)

If you had to go away for a week-end without your l-oved
one, would you feel depressed? I) not at all 2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently 5
)

a ì-way s .

4\

If your loved one

chose

severaL months, wou1d

al-1 2) inf requently
5

)

you
3

)

to go a$ray without you for
feel depressed? 1) not at
occasionalJ-y 4) frequently

aì.ways.

5)

If your loved one was away for several days, could you
carry on with 1) all of your usual activities
2)
most of your usual- activities 3 )
some of your usualactivities 4) a few of your usual activities 5) none
of your usual activities.

6)

If your loved one occasional-Iy kissed or hugged friends
of the opposite sex, would it disturb you? 1) not at
all 2) a little
3) somewhat 4) considerable 5)
terri bIy.

7',)

If your loved one chose to go avray without you for
several months, would you feel angry? 1) not at all
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2) infrequently

3)

occas ionaJ.ly

4)

f requentì-y

5

)

always.
8)

If you $rere delayed and could not inform your loved
one, would you be upset? 1) no 2l little upset 3)
somewhat upset 4, frequently 5 ) frantic"

e)

Are you uncomfortable at a party when your loved one is

) not there 2) in another room 3 ) far across the
room 4) not near you 5) not next to you"
1

10) sometime during the day do you and your loved one go
over the days events I ) not at all Z) infrequently
3 ) occasionally 4) frequentty 5 ) always.
11)

If your loved one had to go away for several weeks
without you, would you feel depressed? J.) not aII 2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently 5 )
always.

12) Do you make decisions without first consulting your
loved one? I ) always 2) frequentty 3 ) occasionally 4) infrequently 5 ) never.
13) If you had to go a$¡ay for several- weeks without your
Ioved one, would you feel angry? 1) not at aII 2)
inf requently 3 ) occasionally 4') f requently' 5 )
always.

I
14

)

r.9

Do you purchase a new garment, car, or expensive item

without your loved one's approval? l-) always 2l
frequently 3 ) occas ional j-y 4') infreguently 5
)

neve r

1s

)

"

your loved one had to go away without you for
several- months, wouJ_d you f ee1 angry? 1) not at alt
2) inf requentJ-y 3 ) occasionaJ.y 4) f requently 5)
If

always.
16)

If you had to go away for several weeks without your
loved one, would you feel apprehensive? 1) not at al_l
2) infrequentJ-y 3) occasionally 4) frequentJ-y 5)
aJ.ways

r7)

"

If you had to go away for a week-end without your loved
one, would you feel angry? I ) not at all
2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently 5
)

a

tB)

lways.

If your loved one had to go away for a week-end without
you, would you feel angry? 1 ) not at all
2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionaJ.ly 4) frequently 5)
always.

Ie)

If a new neighbour didnrt say hello to you would you
feel upset? 1) not at all 2) a litt1e 3) a fair
amount 4) a lot 5) extremely.

I20
20)

If your loved one chose to go away for several_ weeks
without you, wou j-d you feel angry? 1) not at all Z)
inf requently 3 ) occasionaJ-l-y 4) f requently 5 )
a

lways

.

2I). Suppose youfre in a frightening situation, such as on a
plane that was being hijacked. Viould the presence of
your loved one next to you reduce your enxiety more
than if a friend was beside you? 1) not at all 2\ a
l-ittle 3) a fair amount 4) a Lot 5) entireJ_y.
22)

f your loved one occas ionalJ-y had to stay at work
Iate, would you accept this expJ.anation? I ) absoluteIy 2) almost 3) hesitantly 4) with some doubt 5)
with much doubt.

23)

If your loved one chose to go away for severaL weeks
without you, would you feel depressed? 1) not at all
2) infreguently 3) occasionalJ-y 4) frequentJ-y 5)

I

always.

you are out of town do you phone your loved one?
I ) not at all 2) infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4)
frequently 5 ) always.

24)

When

25')

f your loved one was away f or severaL months, could
you carry on with I ) all of your usual_ activities 2)
most of your ussual activities
3)
some of your
activities 4) few of your activities 5) none of your
usual- activities.
I

T2I
26)

rf you had to go away for several- weeks without your
loved one, would you feeL depressed? I) not at atl
2) infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently 5
)

aJ-ways.

21)

When you have

a problem, do you discuss it with l)
stranger 2) an acguaintance 3 ) a neighbour 4)

o]d friend

an

5) a l-oved one.

28',)

If your loved one chose to go away for a week-end
without you, would you feel apprehensive? 1) not at
all 2l inf requentJ.y 3 ) occasionalJ_y 4) f requently
5 ) always.

29)

llould you be less apprehensive about meeting a stranger
of the opposite sex when you are with your loved one,
than you would be when with friends? 1) no 2) a
little less 3 ) a fair amount 4) a lot less apprehensive 5) feel no apprehension.

30)

If an old friend went away for several- weeks, would
feel angry? I ) not at all
2) infrequently
occas ionally 4) f requently 5 ) aJ"ways.

31)

you
3

)

your loved one chose to go away for a- week-end
without you, would you feel angry? I ) not at all 2)
infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4 )
frequently 5
If

)

a

lways.

I22

32t

f you r Lovecì one chose to go away for a week-end
without you, would you feel depressed? 1) not at all
2) infrequently 3 ) occas ional 1y 4 frequently 5
I

)

a

)

lways.

33) If you had to go away without your Ioved one for
several months, would you feel depressed ? l) not at
all 2) infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently
5) aJ-ways.
34

)

Are you uncom'f ortable at a party when an acguaintance
is not next to you I ) not at all 2) a litt1e 3 ) a
fair anount 4) a lot 5) e xtrerne ly .

35) If your loved one chose to go away without you for
several- months, wouJ-d you feel apprehensive? 1) not
at all
2)
infrequently
3)
occasionally 4)
freguentl-y 5) aJ.ways.
36

)

you are both at home in separate roons and doing
different thingsr ârê you aware of your loved oners
presence? I ) not at all
2) infrequently 3
When

)

occasional-]y 4) freguently 5) always.
37)

If your loved one had to go av\¡ay for a week-end without
you, would you feeL apprehensive? 1) not at al1 2)
inf requently 3 ) occas ionally
4) f requentJ_y 5 )
always.
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38

) If your loved
cary on with
most of your
activities 4)
of your usual

one was away for severaf weeks, could you

all of your usual activities
2)
usual activities
3)
some of your usual
a few of your usual activities 5) none
activities.
I)

39) rf your loved one was late and didn't phone, would you
be upset? 1) not at aIl 2) a little
3) soner¡hat
upset 4) very upset 5) frantic.
40)

If you had to go away without your loved one for
several months, would you feel apprehensive? L) not
at all
2)
inf requently 3 )
occasional-ly 4)
frequentJ.y 5) always.

4t)

If a friend went av/ay for several- months, could you
carry on with: 1) all o your usual- activities
2l
most of your usuäl activities
3)
some of your
activities 4) few of your activities 5) none of your
ususal a ct ivi t ies .

42) If you had to go away for a week-end without your loved
'one, would you feel apprehensive? 1) not at all 2)
infrequently

3)

occas iona

1

ly

4)

frequently

5

)

always.

43)

to your loved one, do you stop off for
coffee or beer? I ) always
2) fre.quently 3)
occasionally 4) infrequently 5 ) neve r.

On you way home

I24

44) rf your loved one chose to go away for several weeks
without you, would you feeL apprehensive? l) not at
all- 2) inf requentry 3 ) occasionarJ-y 4) f requently
5 ) aLways"
4s)

When

you have an interesting

thought or a new idea,

do

you look forward to sharing it wih our loved one? I )
not at all 2) a tittle
3) somewhat 4) very much
5

) anxiously

"

46) ff you had to go away without your Loved one for
several rnonths, would you f eeI angry? I ) not at all
2) infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) freuently 5
)

always.
47)

If a neighbour went away for a week-end, would you feel
depressed? 1) not at alI 2) a little
3) a fair
amount 4) a lot 5) extremely.

4B

f your loved one had to go a\,./ay without you f or
several- months, would you feel depressed? l) not at
all 2) inf requentJ-y 3 ) ocassional ly 4) f requently

)

I

5

) always.

49) How many evenings a week do you spend away fron your
loved one? I) five or more 2) four 3) three 4)
one-two 5 ) none.

r2s

50) If your loved one had to go avray for several weeks
without your would you feel apprehensive? I) not at
all 2l infrequently 3 ) occasionally 4) frequently
5) always.
s1)

you have a problem, do you discuss it with your
loved one? I ) never 2) infrequently 3 ) occasiona1ly 4) frequently 5) al-ways.

When

52l, If your loved one had to go away several weeks without
you, would feel angry? 1) not at al-l 2) infrequently
3 ) occasionally 4\
frequently 5 ) always.
53)

your loved one comes home at the end of the duy,
do you kiss, hug or greet him/her? 1) never 2)
infrequently 3) occasionally 4) frequently 5)

When

always.
s4

)

Do you commit yourself to a reguJ.ar activity

(such

as

bowling, bridger etc.) without first consulting your
loved one? I) always 2) frequently 3) occasÍonalIy
4) infrequently 5) never.
55

) Are you uncomf ortabl.e at you r f riend I s home when you r
loved one is I ) not there 2) in another room 3 )
far across the room 4) not near you 5) not next to
you

"

I26
s6)

If your loved one had to go away without you for
several months, would you feels apprehensive? I) not
at a1I 2)
i nf req ue ntly
3)
occasionally 4)
frequently 5 ) always.
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TOLERÀNCE OF AMBIGUITY SCALE
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I2B

MAT-50 QUESTIO}IIIATRE

Please answer each statement according to how much

you

agree or disagree with it.
There are seven possible
ansr^rers "
YES !
indicates very strong agreement. yES
indicates strong agreement.
yes indicates moderate
agreement. ? indicates neither agreement nor disagreement.
no indicates moderate disagreement. ì¡o indicates strong
disagreement" NO! indicates very strong disagreement.
Circle the answer most representative of your feeling
about the statement. Be sure to ansr^Jer each item. Do not
spend too much time on any item.
1. Almost every problem has a sol-ution. yES! yES yes ?
no IJO NO!.
2.

3"

I Like to fool a round with nevr ideas, even though
they are a total waste of time. YES ! YES yes ?
no IJO llO ! .
lloth i ng ge ts accompl i shed in this world unl-ess you
stick to some basic rules. YES ! YES yes ? no ÌJO
t¡o!.

4.

5.

I do not believe that in the final anaysis there is a
distinct difference between right and wrong. YES!
YES yes ? no NO NO!.
Usually, the more clearly defined rules a society
has, the better off it is. YES! YES yes ? no NO
NO!

"
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6. PersonalLy, r tend to think that there is a right way
and a wrong way to do almost everything. yESl yES
yes ? no NO NO! "
7 " r prefer the certainty of always being in control of
myself . YES ! YES yes ? no ÈtO tJO ! .
8. I tend to be very frank with peopLe" yESl yES yes
? no NO NO!.
9. It irks me to have people avoid the ansvrer to rly
question by asking another question. yES! yES yes
? no ìlO NO!.
10. I rea).ly dislike it when a person does not give
straight answers about himself. yES! yES yes ?
no ÌlO l'lO!.
It. It really disturbs me when I am unable to foLlow
another person's train of thought. yES! yES yes ?
no NO NO!.
12. I prefer telling people what I think of them even if
it hurt them, rather than keeping it to rnyself. yES!
YES yes ? no NO NO!.
13" It would bother me if different close friends of mine
had conflicting opinions of rìê. yES! yES yes ?
no t.IO }trO ! .
14. I always want to know what people are laughing at.
YES !
YES yes ? no tJO NO ! .
15. It intensely disturbs me when I am uncertain of how
my actions affect others. YES! YES yes ? no NO
tJo!.
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f6. It bothers me when I don't know how strangers react
to me. YES! YES yes ? no uO ÌJO!.
17" I function very poorly whenever there is a serious
lack of communication in a job situation. YES! yES
yes ? no NO llO!.
18. In a situation in which other people evaluate rìêr I
feel a great need for clear and explicit
evaLuat ions . YES ! YES yes ? no tlO ìiO ! .
19. If I am uncertain about the responsibiLities of a
job, I get very anxious. YES! YES yes ? no tiO
NO!

"

20" If

I were a scientist, I might become frustrated
because my work would never be completed (science
will always make new discoveries) YES! YES yes ?
no NO llo! .
2I. If I were a doctor, I would prefer the uncertainties
of a psychiatrist to the clear and definite work of
someone like a surgeon or X-ray special-ist. YES!
YES yes no l¡O ÌlO ! .
22. Once I start a task, I don't like to start another
until I finish the first one. YES! YES yes ? no
NO NO!.
23 " Before any important job, I must know how long ir
wiII take" YES ! YES yes ? no NO NO!.
24" In a problem-soì.ving group it is always best to
systematically attack the problen" YES ! YES yes ?
no NO llo!.

t

3l_

25. A problem has little
attraction for me if r don't
think it has a solution. yES! yES yes ? no llo
NO!.

26. r do not like to get started in group projects unl-ess
I feel assured that the project will be successful_.
YES! YES yes ? no NO NOI.
27. In a decision-making situation in which there is not
enough inf orma tion to process the probJ_em, I f eeI
ve ry uncomf ortable . YES ! YES yes ? no IJO ! .
28" I donrt like to work on a probtem unLess there is a
possibiJ.ity of coming out with a clear-cut and
unambiguous answer. YES ! YES yes ? no ltO IJO! .
29" Complex probJ.ems appeal to me only if I have a clear
idea of the total- scope of the problem. YES! yES
yes ? no NO NO!.
30. A group meeting functions best with a definite
agenda. YES ! YES yes ? no ¡ìO l.lo! .
31. I seem to enjoy parties the most when I know most of
the people there. YES ! YES yes ? no ìJO NO ! .
32" Before going to a party, I always want to know what
kind of party it is. YES! YES yes ? no NO ttO! "
33. I get pretty anxious when I'm in a social situation
involving me which I have little control of" yES!
YES yes ? no ÌJO IJO ! .
34 " Vlhenever I arn in a new group, I usually take the
initiative in introducing myself" YES! YES yes ?
no t¡O l¡O!.
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35. First impressions tend to be very important to me.
YES !
YES yes ? no t¡O ì¡O ! .
36 " whenever r go out to have fun, r like to have at
least a vague purpose in mind. yES! yES yes ? no
NO NO!.
37" r am just a little uncomfortable with people unless r
feel that r can understand their behavior. yES! yES
yes ? no t¡O NOt.
38. r don't feel comfortable with people untir r can find
out something about them. YES! yES yes ? no NO
tJo!.

39. I have a good idea of exactly how many friends I
coul-d really count on. YES! yES yes ? no lto
NO!.

40. r like to know ahead of time what wirr be for dinner.
YES ! YES yes ? no rJO ltO ! .
4r. }ühenever r go on a trip, r rike to keep track of the
miles to go. YES! YES yes ? no NO tJO!.
42" r will- not consider buying an item unress the price
is clearly marked on it. YES ! yES yes ? no tJO
ltro!.

43. It matters to me to know what day it is" yES! yES
yes ? no NO NO!.
44. I get very anxious waiting to hear the eLection
results.

YES YES yes ? no t¡O tJO!.
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45. I usually l-ike to know what time it is.
yes ? no NO NO!.

YES

!

46" r want to know what a salesman is selling before

YES

r'!r-r-

isten to h im. yES ! yES yes ? no tJO NO ! .
4? " It really bothers me when a person shows up late for
an appointment without an explanation. yES ! yES
yes ? no llo NO!.
48" If I don't get the punch line of a joke, I don't feel
right until I understand it. YES! YES yes ? no
NO ÌJO!.
49" I enjoy carefully rehashing my conversations in my
mind afterwards. YES ! YES yes ? no NO IJO ! .
50. Before going out, I always check my appearance to
make sure I look right.
YES !
YES yes ? no ìJO
L

NO!.

51. I am toLerant of ambiguous situatiions. yES! YES
yes ? no ¡lO NO!.
52. The best part of working a jigsaw puzzle is putting
in that last piece " YES ! YES yes ? no NO tlo! .
53. I tend to Like obscure or hidden symbolism. YES!
YES yes ? no NO Ì¡O!.
54" Mysticism is too abstract and undefined for me to
take seriously. YES! YES yes ? no NO NO!.
55" If I miss the beginning of a good movie, I like to
stay to see the start of it. YES! YES yes ? no
tro No!.
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56" vague and impressionistic pictures appeal to me more
than real istic pictures. yES ! yES yes ? no tJO
NO!,

" r tend to prefer pictures with perfect baLance in
composition. yES! yES yes ? no NO NO!.
58. r like movies or stories with definite endings. yES!
YES yes ? no NO NO!.
59. GeneraJ-J.y, the more meanings a poem has, the better r
like it. YES! yES yes ? no Ì¡O NO!.
57

60. A poem shourd never contain contradictions. yES!
YES yes ? no NO NO! "
61. rn the final analysis, the correct interpretation of
a poem or story is the authorrs interpretation. yES!
YES yes ? no IJO NO!.
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IJAME

SEG

SEG.

"

TYPE

TPRQ

listening to patients, the listener may have many
different feel-ings and reactions. These reactions are
sometimes negativer soflì€times positive, sometimes mixed. vJe
are interested in what these feelings are and how they
When

ch ange

"

There are five possible answers to each of the items in
the questionnaire:

1. liot characteristic of my present feelings.
2. Slightly characterstic of

my present

feelings.

3.

Moderately characteristic of my present feelings.

4"

Quite characteristic of my present feelings.

5. Highly characteristic of my presetn feelings.
Put a circle around the answer most representative of
your present feelÍngs. Be sure to put a circle around the
answer for each item. The numbers may appear in different
orders after each item, but they aì.ways signify the same
a nsvte

r

.

1. I like this patient more than most.
2. I was relieved when the tape
was over"
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3. I have a more wam, f riendly
reaction to this patient
thanotherslhaveseen.
4 " I was seLdom in doubt about what
the patient was trying to say.
5. Sornetimes I got pretty tense during
thesession.
6. In general, I could not ask for a
betterpatient.
7. I got pretty bored during the session.
8. I would feeL pretty ineffective
withthispatient.
9. I disagree with this patient
about sorne basic natters.
10" I think this patient is trying
hard to solve his problems,
11" It would be hard to know how to respond
to this patient Ín a helpful way.
12. Itrs easy for me to see exactly
how this patient would feel in the
situationhedescribes.
13" I donrt think this patient
will stand out in my pleasant
memories of cases.
14. I didnrt particularly enjoy my
timewiththispatient.

5 4 3 Z I
I

2 3 4

5

5 4 3 2 I
I
I

2 3 4
2 3 4

5

5

5 4 3 2 I
5 4 3 2 I
I

2 3 4

5

5 4 3 2

L

I

2 3 4

5

I

2 3 4

5

5 4 3 2 I
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15. I am conf ident this patient wilL
workouthisproblems"
16 " I found it hard to get involved with
this patients probJ.erns"
17 " I was absorbed in what this patient
wassaying"
18. Sometimes I felt pretty frustrated
duringthesession.
19. I found it easy to understand this
patient and would find it easy
tocommunicatewithhim.
20. It was rea1Ìy an effort to
"staywith"thispatient.
2I. I have a good feeling after the
sessionwiththispatient"
22. I would have liked to have
been able to feel more warmth
towardsthispatientthanldid.
23 " I was sometimes at a loss as to how
I might respond to this patient.
24" Sometimes I resented
thepatientrsattitude"
25 " I doubt if anyone couLd
do much for this patient,

I

2 3 4

5

L 2 3 4

5

5 4 3 2 I
5 4 3 2

L

I

5

2 3 4

5 4 3 2 I
5 4 3 2

1

I

2 3 4

5

I

2 3 4

5

I

2 3 4

5

5 4 3 2 I
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RECALL TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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A few minutes â9o, you watched a video tape of a person
talking" PLease write down as much as you can remember of
what he said. Try to use his exact words, phrases,
sentences, etc.

